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Foreword

I am pleased to share this unique and wide-ranging insight on the Future of Patient Data as part of a crowdsourced research initiative organized by our partner, Future Agenda. Accenture was fortunate to be part of this project — hosting workshops in Oslo, Singapore and London—as part of the larger effort that brought together some 300 attendees in eleven countries.

The report provides a synthesis of the main views expressed and explored. As such, whilst not representing the views of any single organisation, it is a provocative and highly valuable contribution. Its geographic scope along with the range of contributors involved make it a unique undertaking at a time when health systems around the world are taking steps to guide the advancement of patient data and health records. The findings highlighted two diverging ideals: one focused on the need to “free” data, arguing that better research, intelligent applications and efficiency depends on data accessibility, with the other arguing for the privatization of data, giving ownership to the consumer or health organization. Ensuring data quality while protecting property, sovereignty, trust and security, seems to be the way forward.

We believe that the growing body of research on patient data and digital healthcare will help stakeholders make better-informed decisions. Initiatives, like this workshop series with Future Agenda, help to advance complex discussions that impact society and humanity as a whole.

We sincerely thank Future Agenda’s program directors, Dr. Tim Jones and Dr. Caroline Dewing, for their collaboration, my colleagues involved, as well as the other partners and experts for devoting their precious time and resources to this worthwhile project.

Kaveh T. Safavi MD JD
Senior Managing Director, Global Health
Accenture: Insight Driven Health
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Introduction

The world’s healthcare systems are experiencing significant change. We are at a point, or more accurately multiple points, of major transition around the ways we can improve access, manage and transform how to control and treat disease. The expectation is that over the next few years we will see a sizeable shift in the effectiveness of healthcare.

As the impact of rising public expectation around better wellness and health, the effect of increasingly sedentary lifestyles and progressively aging populations all converge, some fear that, in many nations, we will be unable to find the necessary funds for high quality healthcare. Others are more hopeful that with the adoption of new technologies, particularly associated with a more patient-centric approach to both health and sick care, we are on the cusp of a significant step forward in the efficiency, efficacy and effectiveness of how we diagnose, treat, manage and, ideally, prevent chronic and acute disease. Indeed, a commonly shared ambition is that a more information-rich, digital approach to healthcare over the next decade will inherently be more effective and patient focussed.

Some key advances that are seen to have already had substantial effect include:

- Wider adoption of smartphones which are able to sense as well as diagnose,
- More empowered patients equipped with a burgeoning volume of information about their condition,
- Tangible advances in machine learning, cognitive computing and wider AI,
- Increasing automation across healthcare – from chat-bots to surgery,
- The expansion of wearables, providing access to new aspects of personal health data and
- A steady decrease in the cost of, and an increase in, the access to genetic profiling.

Within this context, there are however many differences of opinion and perspectives on how these and other shifts will actually play out over the next decade. What will drive them? Who will pay? Who will benefit the most? How quickly will transformation occur? What will be the catalysts for change? Where specifically will be the greatest impact and why? These are all key questions that many organisations around the world and across multiple sectors are asking. As many governments, companies and communities all seek to make the right moves and investments, a good number are keen to see the global, cross-functional context within which the possible change is occurring. In a sector where fragmentation is sometimes extreme, where funding is often challenging and where local or regional regulations can frequently influence the market, many are keen to gain the broader perspective and then see how, where and why their individual areas of focus can have the greatest impact.
**Approach**

In order to provide a global view of the patient data arena, over a six-month period the Future Agenda team undertook a major multi-country project to explore the key changes on the horizon. A series of 12 events took place around the world from September 2017 to the end of January 2018 providing the opportunity to discuss the major shifts with multiple experts from across a wide range of industries, providers, researchers, governments and start-ups.

As with all Future Agenda programmes, each event brought together a rich mix of informed people who could challenge existing assumptions, share new perspectives and build insightful pragmatic views of how change will most likely occur. Starting with an initial perspective drawn from existing research and previous discussions about the future of health, the future of ageing, the future of data and the future of privacy, this series of workshops progressively identified the key issues that matter, added in additional views and highlighted the pivotal areas for future innovation and the most significant shifts - both globally and locally. Each event was supported and hosted by different organisations from across the healthcare arena keen to collaborate and build the informed global view. This report is a synthesis of the insights gained from these discussions.
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Level of Privacy Regulation:
[DLA Piper](https://www.dlapiperdataprotection.com)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oslo</td>
<td>30 OCT 2017</td>
<td>Combining Data Sets, Getting Closer to the Patient, Expanding Set of Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Predictive Analysis, Personalisation, Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Standardised Measures, Inequality, Global Data Sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munich</td>
<td>23 NOV 2017</td>
<td>Data Quality, Ulterior Motives, Data Ownership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>India Setting Standards, Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Informed Consent, New Models, Inequality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai</td>
<td>27 SEPT 2017</td>
<td>Data Gaps, Infrastructure, Digital Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Predictive Analysis, Artificial Intelligence, Genetic Profiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Standardised Measures, Mental Health, Ulterior Motives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>13 NOV 2017</td>
<td>Regulation, Combining Data Sets, Getting Closer to the Patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence, Individual Custodianship, Personalisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Data Sovereignty, Standardised Measures, Value of Health Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johannesburg</td>
<td>10 OCT 2017</td>
<td>Combining Data Sets, Digital Skills, Resistance from HCPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Personal Data Sharing, Genetic Profiling, Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inequality, Privatization of Health Data, Data Sovereignty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>15 NOV 2017</td>
<td>Linkability of Open Data, Data Gaps, Ulterior Motives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence, Predictive Analysis, Data Marketplaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New Models, Informed Consent, New Entrants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Current Healthcare Expenditure as a % GDP (2015)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Govt</th>
<th>Private</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oslo</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johannesburg</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumbai</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johannesburg</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumbai</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johannesburg</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Country**

- USA
- Belgium
- Canada
- UK
- Germany
- India
- Norway
- Singapore
- South Africa
- UAE
- Australia

**Combining Data Sets**

- Digital Skills
- Resistance from HCPs

**Genetic Profiling**

- Personal Data Sharing
- Artifical Intelligence

**Data Ownership**

- Inequality
- Global Data Sharing

**Informed Consent**

- New Business Models
- Privatisation of Health Data

**Data Marketplace**

- New Models
- Inequality

**Data Quality**

- Individual Custodianship
- Personalisation

**Integration of Data**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Data Gaps**

- Expanding Data Set
- Combining Data Sets

**Healthcare Data**

- Genetic Profiling
- Personalisation
- Artifical Intelligence

**Value of Health Data**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Artificial Intelligence**

- Personal Data Sharing
- Genetic Profiling

**Inequality**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Patient Empowerment**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Regulation**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Informed Consent**

- New Business Models
- Privatisation of Health Data

**New Models**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Data Sovereignty**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Inequality**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Global Data Sharing**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Artificial Intelligence**

- Personal Data Sharing
- Genetic Profiling

**Inequality**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Data Marketplaces**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**New Business Models**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Privatisation of Health Data**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Inequality**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Data Sovereignty**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Inequality**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Data Marketplaces**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**New Business Models**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Privatisation of Health Data**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Inequality**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Data Sovereignty**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Inequality**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Data Marketplaces**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**New Business Models**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Privatisation of Health Data**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Inequality**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Data Sovereignty**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Inequality**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Data Marketplaces**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**New Business Models**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Privatisation of Health Data**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Inequality**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient

**Data Sovereignty**

- Linkability of Open Data
- Getting Closer to the Patient
Locations and hosts

In order to gain a diverse range of perspectives we chose to hold the discussions in a variety of countries where healthcare is at different stages of evolution, where funding systems and access to funding vary and where regulation around privacy, and patient data in particular, is taking alternative paths. This is highlighted in the preceding Project Summary and in the Healthcare Spend vs Life Expectancy chart below.

Healthcare Spend vs Life Expectancy

Size of dot represents size of the population
- East Asia & Pacific
- Europe & Central Asia
- Middle East & North Africa
- North America
- South Asia
- Sub-Saharan Africa
We kicked the project off in September 2017 in Dubai in the UAE, one of the wealthiest nations in the Middle East with a small population of 6.0 million and an average life expectancy of 77.7 years. It is also a country with high-levels of government control and significant inequality between the rich Emiratis, the wealthy ex-pats and the poorer migrant workers. It also has a relatively low overall healthcare spending of 3.5% of GDP but this figure does not include the informal care provided by domestic staff. This opening event was hosted by Herman Miller.

In early October we moved onto Johannesburg in South Africa, a far poorer country. It has 1/6th of the GDP per capita of the UAE and an average life expectancy of just 57 years. Its total healthcare spending of 8.0% of GDP is almost evenly split 55/45 between public and private systems but, according to the national government, most of the private healthcare is focused on just 16% of the population. This event was hosted by Discovery Health.

Next, we went to Oslo in Norway, one of the wealthiest and, arguably, the healthiest country of all. With life expectancy of 82 years and healthcare spend running at 10% of GDP, Norwegians are also seen by many measures to be consistently among of the happiest and best educated in the world. Beyond this, Norway is in the top 5 most ‘digital’ nations. This workshop was the first of three supported by Accenture and took place at the University of Oslo.

In November, our focus shifted to Brussels to gain both the Belgian and the wider EU policy perspective. With an average life expectancy of 81 years and healthcare spend also of 10% GDP, Belgium is one of the wealthiest European countries. Its GDP per capita is just over $41,000 compared to the EU which collectively has a GDP per capita of around $39,000 and average life expectancy of 80.2 years. The Brussels workshop was hosted by UCB.

Then, we moved to Singapore, another very wealthy, highly digital but relatively small 5.8m population nation with strong government influence over many aspects of life and the economy. With, at 83 years, the highest average life expectancy of all the countries we visited, official healthcare spend is relatively low, at 4.3%. However, as with the UAE, this does not include a significant proportion of the informal care provided by domestic staff. The event here was also hosted by Accenture.

Sydney was the next port of call. Despite the Australia’s physical size, its total population is just over 24m. With an overall GDP per capita of $50,000, similar to that of Singapore, and a healthcare spend of 9.5% of GDP split 2 to 1 between public and private systems, Australia is also one of the world’s healthier nations with an average life expectancy just over 82 years. The Sydney workshop was jointly hosted by TAL and Pfizer.

The last event of November was held in Mumbai, one of India’s largest cities. With a rapidly growing population now over 1.3bn, India is moving fast up many global rankings around technology and health. Although, on average, still a poor country with the lowest GDP per capita of the nations visited and average life expectancy of 68.3 years, healthcare spend is rising and is currently at 3.9% of GDP. While these figures may give a view of a poor country, it is important to remember that India also has some of the wealthiest people in the world and so, given the size of the population and economy overall, the 2.9% of GDP spend on private healthcare is globally significant.

In December the final workshop of 2017 was in London where the dominant NHS single payer system is seen as one of the most efficient in the world. Although often portrayed in the media as being under stress, in a country of 70m, the UK is spending just under 10% of its GDP on a healthcare system, 80% of which is via the NHS, and is achieving average life expectancy of 81 years. This event was the third supported by Accenture and was hosted by the University of Warwick in London.
In January the focus moved to North America; first to Toronto in Canada. Another vast country with a population of only 36m, Canada is also seen to be one of the healthier global nations. Average life expectancy is just under 82 years and its healthcare spend is 10.5% GDP, of which over 70% is in the hands of the public sector. The Toronto event was hosted by York University.

Next, we moved to the US - first to Boston and then to San Francisco. With, at around 17% of GDP, the highest healthcare spending in the world, there is little doubt of the influence of the US market on global healthcare. However, with over 50% of this focused on the private system and over 12% of the total 325m population now without any insurance cover, there is also significant health inequality. The Boston workshop was supported by Amgen and hosted by Philips and the San Francisco event was hosted by Hanson Bridgett.

The final workshop of this project took place in Frankfurt in Germany. With one of Europe’s most advanced healthcare systems, average life expectancy is currently 80.8 years and healthcare spend is over 11% of GDP with 84% of this provided from government. The home of many leading medical equipment and pharmaceutical companies, Germany also has a significant influence on the global market. This event was hosted by Cognizant.
Report structure

From these 12 discussions and additional dialogue in New York, Singapore and London, we have explored many points of view hearing different perspectives on some pivotal issues that may well have a major impact on how change will play out across healthcare in the next 10 years.

There has also been clear areas of consensus around where and why we may see the greatest shifts in the use of patient data taking place. This document provides a summary of the insights and, at its core, is based on the views of over 300 experts, entrepreneurs and other informed individuals who attended our events. It is a playback of what we heard in the varied discussions with additional research and context added to help frame some of the primary points made.

We have structured this report into 5 sections:

- **Context** – addressing the growing sources and users of patient data as well as the global ambition

- **Shared Challenges** – that are seen as common issues to address across multiple locations

- **Future Opportunities** – highlighted as priority areas in the varied discussions

- **Emerging Issues** – that will become increasingly influential over the next few years

- **Conclusions and Questions** – points raised that may provoke further thinking

Lastly, in the appendix we have also included a summary of some of key insights gleaned from each workshop classified by location as well as associated rankings of many of the shared issues as judged by future potential impact.

As all our events are run under the Chatham House Rule, we do not attribute quotes to any one individual or organisation. Instead we have sought to identify the discussions that insights were gleaned from. Therefore, throughout this document we have highlighted comments from the workshops in blue and also referenced key locations as appropriate.
Context

Before delving into specific challenges and opportunities it is valuable to first replay views on some of the overall issues on both the future sources of patient data and some of the primary users of this information. In addition, we have highlighted the global ambitions for more and better use of patient data as an initial stake in the ground.
Sources of patient data

The patient data set is expanding: It includes high-quality clinical information, more personal data from apps and wearables, a broadening portfolio of proxy data as well as insights on the social determinants of health.

The increasing breadth of information available about our health is leading many to wonder what will constitute patient data in the future. The growing use of personal technologies has opened the door to the convergence of medical data about patients generated by healthcare providers with a plethora of non-medical, lifestyle related data, much of which is generated by the patient.

As shown in the graph below, some are predicting a 300% growth in healthcare data between 2017 and 2020. It is clear that Electronic Health Records (EHR) are no longer the only point of reference and we are entering a new era of health monitoring. However moving forward it will be important to clearly define who will have access to what information, when and how.

Growth In Healthcare Data

Source: EMC Digital Universe / IDC
To see the bigger picture about individuals’ health we have to ensure that all data sources are recognized appropriately. While some medical data will remain rigorous and so potentially more reliable, many other sources of information could be useful if accessed, assessed and used in the right context. If an holistic approach is agreed, this allows a shift away from today’s largely scientific / medically-oriented focus on illness towards one more concerned with staying well and which can include patient-generated, lifestyle related content. This approach will allow increased patient involvement in making informed decisions around the management of their own personal health care.
Alongside traditional data sets (e.g. clinical medical quality data typically found on the EHR; administrative data; claims information; health surveys; clinical trial results) we will expect to access other sources. These include:

- **Self-reported data** – such as blood pressure, heart rate, glucose levels, temperature, weight and in-home remote monitoring,

- **Personal wellness data** – such as feeds available from wearables, smart watches, fitness machines and numerous diet, exercise and social apps, and

- **Proxy data** – ranging from Facebook likes and Instagram comments to location and environmental data, resident post codes and even bathroom and fridge access.

These are clearly not just patient-generated health data but also include a growing range of social-determinant information. As we gain access to additional contextual insight, there are a range of signals that can help build an accurate picture of the patient and his/her health. However, having access to biometric, nutritional, clinical, fitness and even psychological information does not necessarily make it comprehensible. As was stated in Mumbai “we are already data-rich but information-poor. Currently the data we have is not leveraged enough to help providers help patients.” It is clear we will also need better analytical tools to help make sense of the masses of additional material heading our way. “Big data needs to be unlocked – the more organized we can get it, the more preventative we can be.”

There were several discussions around how proxy data is already providing additional insights on the social determinants of health. Lifestyle data is readily available through social media plus any number of fitness apps and devices. But there are many other opportunities to gather data which could be facilitated by technology and are currently available and under-utilized; for example, enabling delivery personnel to monitor and, importantly, report on any concerns they may have for the elderly or infirm they encounter as they carry out their rounds. In Boston the consensus was that new, efficient ways to collect data will change how ongoing healthcare support is provided. Different ways to observe eating habits were also discussed, such as by tracking when a fridge or oven door is opened. Equally “gate detection” for repeated night-time bathroom access could act an early warning signal for possible UTI and so the need for increased care.

Looking ahead, many expect the increase in sensory monitoring to massively improve information capture from across the eco-system. This is based on the assumption not only that the public will become less sensitive about sharing personal data but there will also be better analysis once more data is gathered. It also means we need to accommodate multi-dimensional data outside hospitals and so some big challenges will include managing not just the sheer volume of information but also identifying ‘signal / noise ratios’ that help us work out what is really important. Traditional population benchmarks, such as average life expectancy, may have to make way for new baselines for comparison; these could include a greater focus on years of active healthy ageing.
Users of patient data

The users and uses of the patient data set is broadening: Alongside the patient and traditional payers and providers it increasingly includes multiple new entrants seeking to disrupt and improve healthcare.

As well as a wider selection of sources of patient data, there is a correspondingly growing diversity amongst those who use, or plan to use, newly available individualized health information.
We have rapidly moved beyond just the traditional payer / provider portfolio to encompass a wider user-group, with new communities which, importantly, more frequently now include the patients themselves. Across our global discussions, experts highlighted that going forward we should probably consider eight key user groups in terms of patient data access and use:

**Patients** – who are increasingly becoming better informed about their own health and fitness, as well as whether appropriate providers are accessing their data, when and why.

**Payers** - including insurers, third-parties and health plan sponsors as well as, in many countries, government keen to track patient health, monitor interventions and reward successful outcomes.

**Primary Care** - including GP practices, social care, pharmacies and community support all of whom want as much contextual insight as possible as well as quality health data to enable effective diagnosis and prescription.

**National Governments** – whether or not in single payer systems, national governments increasingly want to track individual and population wellness, so they can identify and manage risks to public health and national security.

**Secondary Care** – hospitals and clinics receiving patient metrics, scheduling appointments, providing remote support and running analytics on patient treatment and outcomes as well as integrating data within the EHR.

**Marketplaces** – as health data is increasingly monetized and traded via new marketplaces, these markets themselves will need to be confident of the provenance and quality of the information as well as permissions to trade - even if the data is aggregated and anonymized.

**Manufacturers** - such as medical device and pharmaceutical companies alongside associated service providers that want real-time analysis of performance, the ability to interrogate information to learn and refine their products.

**External Innovators** – big tech, start-ups and established IT companies all keen to improve the patient experience also require good-quality anonymized and aggregated data sets from patients to build, test and develop new services.

Recognizing not only these different potential users of patient data as groups, but also understanding their requirements for and use of data is critical. Although not all needs will be aligned all the time, harmonization and standardization of data to ensure high levels of use by all is clearly desirable.
The global ambition

BENEFITS FOR THE PATIENT

Across all our discussions there was great anticipation of the benefits to be gained from access to more and better patient data. At its core, one common ambition is to ‘give health data back to the individual’ so that the patient becomes the point of integration and control. Patients will thus become more ‘empowered’ by having greater access to more information about their health and so will be able to make more informed decisions about their lifestyle choices. As more personal data will, in turn, enable more personalised healthcare so, the argument goes, this healthcare can become increasingly tailored to the individual – addressing their behavioural needs as well as their genetic predispositions. In this way there can be more accurate interventions and patients can be healthier for longer – a key benefit for an ageing population.

Richer data will open the door to more targeted responses facilitating predictive, personalized and effective healthcare. The advantage of this for a patient is that they can more easily see the potential benefit of preventative measures and therefore have a greater incentive to make timely behaviour changes. It could also mean that it will be easier to test and support more hypotheses prior to diagnosis.

If used in the right way data can also be a great communications tool and, as we collect more of it, it will become more precise in its ability to deliver relevant and targeted messages. There are already a number of successful initiatives including ‘Stickk’ for goal setting;6 peer-based education, for instance NHS MMR vaccination stories; and agewell global7 and Swordhealth® in Portugal where 3D sensors are providing real time feedback.

Most of those we consulted agreed that, if we are going to encourage people to more proactively engage in their health and related decisions, then more attention has to be focused on communicating the right information effectively and ensuring healthcare systems incorporate faster feedback from patients’ data:“We will need to have more compelling narratives to deliver and support...”
behavioral and societal change.” We may, for example, seek to make more of positive feedback, such as Walgreen’s success with using points as payback for drug compliance, rather than encourage negative pressures such as are generated by exercise monitors which highlight failure to meet set goals. That said, in San Francisco it was pointed out that, we should be careful not to confuse consumers with patients. They are very different - “consumers are increasingly digitally dependent, but patients are often digitally desperate.”

BEFITS FOR THE SYSTEM

There are also wider benefits of access to better data – primarily for healthcare providers and payers who see the opportunity for far greater efficiency - especially in reducing complexity and improving compliance. At an industry level, richer data offers the opportunity for more experimentation to test then scale. More and better data about patient health will not only improve the effectiveness of individual healthcare but, by implication, at a population level enhance that of the whole health infrastructure. This is welcome news at a time when many healthcare systems are under increasing stress and ensuring that the benefits of this flow through is a priority for many. A recent Willis Towers Watson study found that U.S. employers expect their health care costs to increase by 5.5% in 2018, up from a 4.6% increase in 2017. The study projects an average national cost per employee of $12,850. Getting this spend under better control is clearly a priority concern.

In principle creating and providing more health value for patients has always been both the ultimate goal and an increasingly critical competitive advantage for health care payers and providers worldwide. It is a continuous challenge, particularly when payer organisations are having to manage funding gaps and improve the care of members within a changing regulatory environment. Such are the growing pressures that many healthcare providers must transform their business models to deliver cost-competitive services that not only improve patient outcomes but are also expected to deliver sustainable growth for the organisation. In many regions achieving this is about improving access. However, in nations where there is already pervasive healthcare, there are still constant demands for greater efficiency. Budgets are always tight and so any opportunity to improve efficiency is welcome.

The German and Swiss healthcare systems are often seen as the world’s best with the French method often in close contention. However when “value for money” is considered, across Western nations, studies frequently identify the UK’s NHS as the most efficient. The US-based, Commonwealth Fund analysis of healthcare systems in 11 nations finds NHS is the best, safest and most affordable. Within this context, it was notable that in our London workshop it was suggested that “many Western healthcare systems are on the verge of failing and without significant improvements in efficiency or major increases in funding they may collapse.” Better use of data is going to be pivotal. In US discussions the response was more prosaic, pointing out that healthcare systems have allegedly been on the edge of failure for decades, but they never do as “customers’ keep paying more. Indeed, in a New York discussion it was highlighted that, despite spending around 17% of GDP on healthcare, all expectations are that the money flow will continue to grow. That said, not everyone was optimistic, and another US opinion in Boston was that “global healthcare is on the brink of a series of multiple systemic shocks that will force a rethink to a more efficient model – and this will apply across many nations - including the US”.

In Brussels, the assessment was that “healthcare is struggling to manage budgets, but digitization provides an opportunity to identify the low-hanging fruit.” In London, it was seen that AI could be a key enabler of greater efficiency, while in Dubai it was envisaged that both AI and robotics will drive down healthcare costs: “To deliver the envisioned change, massive parallel processing needs to take place - and this has to be aligned with much lower cost diagnostics across data sets. Only then can we achieve large-scale implementation that will provide cheaper, better diagnosis and start to have a positive impact on patients globally.”
The potential for greater efficiency was also highlighted elsewhere: “Innovation happens when there are gaps and there are lots of gaps in India - so lots of opportunity.” In South Africa, a major focus is the need to bridge the divide between the public and private systems. In Singapore, where there is increasing collaboration across multiple areas of activity, greater efficiency remains a core objective.

Our Toronto discussions highlighted the success of a system that has embraced evidence-based medicine where the focus is on the “long run value” of healthcare. Comparing the cost of prostate cancer treatment in Canada vs. the US was as a frequent reference point; in Canada it is limited to $6,500 per patient but in the US, it is much higher – over $30,000 in some cases. Another common issue raised in Europe is the need to improve end of life support. Whether by more open discussion of palliative care, more data-enabled ‘in-home’ support or more transparent options for intensive care, refining the financial and social dimensions, is a growing priority.
Unexpected outcomes

A number of experts also highlighted that there may also be a negative impact from too much data. A frequent concern in many foresight projects is that we do not think enough about the unexpected outcomes and unintended consequences of our well-intentioned actions.

In a previous programme exploring the future of food, a New York conversation highlighted the introduction of calories alongside prices on all restaurant menus. While designed to provide individuals with better information about the possible food options and so help people to make choices that improve their diet, this was not a universal outcome. Notably, for a good number of the urban poor, seeking to get value for money, the new menus allowed them to choose food options that provided the most calories per dollar. As such their behaviour was the opposite of what was intended.

Several experts in our discussions saw that there is often a downside about the growing dependence on technology. A question to consider therefore is what will be the unexpected outcome of all the new, more personalised information that is being generated, shared and analysed? For example, in the US and South Africa events there were comments from doctors about too much tech meaning that, “we spend too much time looking at screens rather than patients’ faces.”

More accessible data, more accurate information and better analysis will, as we will see later, provide the opportunity for all to be healthier and receive better healthcare support – but it may, for instance, also result in the identification and exclusion from systems of those with very high or expensive health risks. As we embrace new technology and develop new models we should be cognizant of both risk and opportunity.

This will, we hope, help to support and validate many of the assumptions that you are making about how healthcare will improve over the next ten years. In addition, as it shares a broad range of views drawn from many different expert voices around the world, it may also challenge some of your current perspectives and lead to new opportunities for innovation in and around patient data. We hope that it is a useful addition to your library.
Shared challenges

Across our varied discussions there were a number of issues that are often seen as common challenges. While the specific nuance may vary by region and stakeholder, these are all viewed as obstacles to be overcome. Indeed, without successfully addressing them, many felt that the wider ambitions for and opportunities from better use of patient data may well be difficult to achieve. As such, these shared challenges appear to be a current priority for many.
Integration – Although some organisations are wary of sharing valued information, several governments and markets seek new ways to merge disparate data sets for greater social benefit. As the appetite to scale and combine new sources of personal, societal and clinical information increases, the expectation is that technology will provide solutions that better bridge data gaps and ensure inter-operability in the future. Establishing common standards across data sets will be a key driver of change.

Ownership vs. Access – If access to patient data is to have impact it needs to be aggregated and shared but there are concerns around ownership and who makes decisions around its use. Patients may have increasing control of their data, but whether they are its real custodians and are able to control access to it depends on culture, regulation and need. Many countries are moving towards supporting greater individual access and ownership of health data – a question will be how well citizens engage with it.

Trust – In many regions, trust needs to be (re)built between payers, providers and patients as well as with new entrants coming into the healthcare arena. New technology platforms and improving communication with the public both play a major role. Concern about ulterior motives for the use of data is high and some see AI adding to the challenge. Many recognise the need for greater transparency on practice in some pivotal areas.

Security and Privacy – As anonymized, aggregated data is more easily re-linked and sensitive health data is a target for cyber-attacks, questions are raised around the benefits of centralized vs. decentralized data and the impact of localization. Given both the sensitivity and value of healthcare data it is little surprise that security and privacy are high on multiple agendas. As vulnerability and risk increase apace with greater focus from external hackers and internal sources, these are growing concerns for many.

Each are detailed in the following pages
Future of Patient Data
Insights from Multiple Expert Discussions Around the World

Although there has been a proliferation of health data and its collection, many see that we are not yet at a point of unleashing its power because the vast majority of information remains proprietary and fragmented among insurers, providers, health record companies, government agencies, and researchers. Despite the technological integration seen in banking and other industries, healthcare data has largely remained scattered and inaccessible.23 Indeed, attempts to make hospitals and clinics more efficient by building huge, centralized IT systems have a sorry history—just look at a failed patient-record system for Britain’s National Health Service, scrapped after 10 years at a cost of around £10 billion ($15 billion).

**Integration**

Although some organisations are wary of sharing valued information, several governments and markets seek new ways to merge disparate data sets for greater social benefit. As the appetite to scale and combine new sources of personal, societal and clinical information increases, the expectation is that technology will provide solutions that better bridge data gaps and ensure interoperability in the future. Establishing common standards across data sets will be a key driver of change.

**BARRIERS**

Part of the difficulty is that many of today’s healthcare systems are rife with multiple and legacy systems. In the US, for example, EHRs currently remain fragmented among 860 ambulatory care vendors and 270 in patient vendors. Others are similarly disjointed. IT issues such as compatibility and version control are obvious...
hurdles, as is the fact that many healthcare systems are increasingly strapped for cash, which inhibits their ability to secure sustained financial support for the investment required. At some point the nettle will have to be grasped and significant investments made.

To date the global healthcare industry has largely struggled to successfully manage the myriad stakeholders, regulations, and privacy concerns required to build a fully integrated healthcare IT system. The problem is clear; the Institute of Medicine sees that: “A significant challenge to progress resides in the barriers and restrictions that derive from the treatment of medical care data as a proprietary commodity by the organisations involved... Broader access and use of healthcare data for new insights require not only fostering data system reliability and interoperability but also addressing the matter of individual data ownership and the extent to which data central to progress in health and health care should constitute a public good.”

NOT SHARING

It is true that many organisations see that their data has both commercial and competitive value so the principle of sharing this more freely is not an easy conversation to have. Currently several major healthcare organisations do not share their data and see no benefit in changing, “not with Google nor with Apple even though they are asking for it: Partly this is about ethics but also about ownership and use.” In addition to this some are wary of providing international access to patient data because of security concerns. With the rising tide of data hacks and wider cyber-security now a mainstream concern in healthcare, the idea of centralized ownership of medical records is increasingly being viewed by some as a security risk. They argue that “we need to decentralize this data because the more it’s amassed, the more likely it’s going to be hacked.” Better regulation may go some way to address this conundrum and indeed a number of guidelines are being shared which set standards, but, as yet, there are few incentives for organisations or nations to deliver. Also, aside from the security and ethical issues many point out that standardizing data from the current disparate data sets is an expensive and time-consuming business. And no one has yet answered the fundamental question of “who will pay money to clean data.”

CONNECTING DATA

The technological difficulties of combining disparate sources of information into a commonly accessible format should not be underestimated. There is certainly great hope that it can be achieved with multiple organisations and governments, many under pressure from escalating costs, aspiriing to an end-point where the entirety of an individual’s health data is clearly presented, easily accessed, available for analysis and, at the same time, protected. Realistically this possibility, even for sophisticated healthcare services, is a few years or so away. A good number of organisations expect to be grappling with legacy systems, poor interoperability and unstructured data for quite some time to come. In the short term the ambition for many is therefore to achieve better connectivity between data sets within the clinical arena by improving harmonization, standardisation and data quality.

Beyond this there is growing recognition of the value of self-generated personal and proxy data. Although this is often more unstructured and does not meet current medical standards, it does provide a contextual richness for clinicians which helps them to better understand patient health. Many agree that more rigorous collection and analysis of this will be of great benefit and will help to shift healthcare away from treatment of conditions to one that prevents illness, “today we have 1% wellness data and 99% clinical – in future it will be 99% wellness and 1% clinical.”

What is clear is that there is “a tsunami of health data heading our way” and making the best out of this relies on the ability to integrate the most useful information and make it more widely accessible. Many agree that we are generating more data than we can currently use and expect the situation will continue simply because of the impending “data storm of information coming from millions of people.”
In Oslo, however, the view was that managing this is a temporary challenge and that by 2030 “there will be no real barriers to combining both structured and unstructured data. There will be better quality of data, more standardization and greater harmonization.” Others were keen to point out that “healthcare is a multi-disciplinary team sport and we need to be able to share and use insights and information more smoothly and effectively – and see the bigger picture not just a silo.”

**STANDARDISATION**

Quite how this ambition can be achieved given the highly fragmented systems found in many countries today is not obvious. Already boasting a high-quality healthcare service, Singapore is making strong moves around multi-data set connectivity, but other countries are facing much more fundamental challenges. Irrespective of location, most workshop participants agreed that, in order to take advantage of new technologies, strategies must be developed that will align regulation, funding models and outcome-based incentives. Once a common framework is developed, the notion of a connected information set that could act as a ‘personal health passport’ becomes more realistic. At the moment this is the long-view, even for Singapore where our discussion focused primarily on the need for greater institutional sharing of data between government departments such as the ministries of social development, health and education. Looking ahead the ambition is that, “by 2030, payers (both private and public) will use standardized platforms to produce and consume data. Moreover, patients will be incentivized to bring in their own data sets for aggregation to improve the ease of access to services.”

Given all this, what then are some specific technological challenges that need to be addressed?

**CLEAN DATA**

Data is only useful if it is clean, structured and has context. However, often the quality of the health data available is insufficient for many clinical services.
— and as one workshop participant observed “garbage in means garbage out.” In order to gain cleaner data “we need a common language between all stakeholders.” Several believe that “the current system does not encourage this. In fact, it incentivises the reverse. As a result, there isn’t much communication between specialists, hospitals and GPs.” Furthermore, there is currently very little consistency around how data is collected; notes are written in one surgery which may not be recognized in another thus making it problematic for anyone to manage the transfer of information between doctors. On top of this it is sometimes difficult to ascertain which organisation generated what information in the first place so how to agree who may be reasonably considered responsible for updating and maintaining its quality is almost impossible. This becomes even more complex when you consider that often data is co-created – and then shared. Some see that there has to be a universal agreement to improve standards but at the moment “even the FDA is struggling to decide what data has to be cleaned.” Moreover, as shown in the graph below, although there has been a rise in the number of doctors using EHRs, those using HER with multifunctional capacity are, in many countries, still low.

CLASSIFIED DATA

Another important issue is how to manage the combination of high quality medical information with lower quality personal data as well as all the potential proxy data. Present standards around consumer generated data do not meet the higher medical quality thresholds. Many are concerned. “How do we know what good data is when we are mixing professional information with passive (consumer) data?” In particular “Fit-bit data has to have more relevance to make it worthwhile - wearables are not providing medical standard data and so we need to work hard to raise the standards” and “there is growing interest in helping consumer generated data to meet medical grade quality levels.”
However, just because data is not of medical quality does not mean it has no value. It’s all a question of what information is appropriate. Sometimes “the data that someone is wearing a fit-bit is itself very valuable and insightful” – it may be poor quality, but it is a good proxy for healthy activity: “Who cares about the information quality when we know that someone cares enough about their health to wear a fit-bit?” Self-reported population data also has great empirical value. “As long as we know what data we are mixing and can classify it accordingly then we can make good use of the information.” To be useful, some argued, data has to be ‘good enough’ not always of the highest quality. In San Francisco, the suggestion was that better data classification will provide insight between high value, low value and peripheral information. This reinterprets the challenges to be less about cleaning data and more about how best to combine different quality data sets and use it appropriately: “We have to integrate direct and indirect data.” Clearly issues around broader data gaps need to be solved so that it is possible to “marry up non-traditional data (e.g. weather patterns, air quality, location of parks etc.) with health data” to better understand patient needs.

**INTEROPERABILITY**

Many would say that combining datasets has really only ever worked in fairly simple cases with small populations and with relatively few interconnections. With systems as widely varying and disparate as those found across the healthcare sector, it could well be that immense, centralized systems will never completely offer efficient platforms as there are just too many moving parts. Picking the data worth sharing and matching it with the most appropriate platforms around specific issues, conditions, demographics or public vs. private healthcare systems is seen by many as the most pragmatic approach. All the same, most advocate the need for better interoperability, to enable different information technology systems and software applications to communicate, exchange data, and then put the information that has been exchanged to effective use. “Closing the information loop will foster interoperability and motivate participants to make better use of data.”
THE ROLE OF POLICY

If, as some suggest, we are moving towards universal healthcare data access then we will create a world where information silos are connected, probably via third parties which are able to unify, mine and discover new insights. To do this we will not only have to solve the technological challenge but crack a range of complex ethical and commercial issues as well. Across Europe, despite common ambitions, it was felt that current regulation is preventing progress: “It’s all about interfaces but there is no shared understanding, particularly regionally.” Addressing this is fundamental to the progress of data use within the healthcare system and many felt that “technically it’s not a challenge but policy makers need to step up.”

Beyond political will, some major steps for government-led change include addressing the technological difficulties involved in dealing with centralized and de-centralized interoperability, improving analytics (which varied governments will support to ensure and track standards of care as well as risk stratification) and driving the systems towards better care efficiencies.

It seems clear that as patients and doctors grow more used to new technologies there will be further collaboration across healthcare. “Getting to an outcome-based system will require a more open market with socially beneficial products utilizing the data aligning with top down government funded activities to build trust.” However, establishing trust in the system will be a long road and not all countries will have the public support nor the technical ability to achieve this for some time. One of the regulatory sticking points, for example, is how to identify an effective way of managing patient consent. Ultimately most believe that necessity will mean that global standards will eventually be created but it will take time; even garnering local agreement in Europe is difficult; America has a different approach; China and India, both of which have more people online than Europe and America have citizens, have another.

AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM

Everyone wants a system where the patient is both active and aware of their involvement in their own care. Several examples of progress, good and bad were cited. In both Oslo and London, the UK care.data approach was mentioned as a failed endeavour – especially concerning the sharing of sensitive medical information with commercial companies without the explicit consent of patients. However the Swiss hybrid model for healthcare was well regarded. Moving forward it is agreed that within Europe there is a lot of positive focus on creating a federation of databases but in doing so we should adopt the FAIR data principles – where Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability and Reusability are all at the core. In the US it is suggested that in order to create the right regulatory environment, it is important to consider “how to move beyond data harvesting to actually achieving something with the data.”

Within this a number of organisations are seeking to lead change. Companies such as Validic (see case study) have already started to combine multiple sources of personal data into one platform that can then be linked to an individual’s medical records via the EHR. However meaningfully adding and matching in other proxy data is adding extra complexity. Part of the attraction of organisations such as Flatiron Health (see case study) is that they are taking a mass of unstructured data and using expert human input are curating it into a more coherent form for sharing and analysis.
As discussed in more detail later, there are clearly high expectations about the role that varied elements of AI can play in helping with better data integration. However, while some are focused on the longer-term future where the deep learning may better have the capability to deal with unstructured data, for now, many recognise that the first phases of AI application, focused on machine learning and pattern recognition, requires good quality structured data to interrogate. Consequently, there are a wealth of start-ups and new partnerships with the likes of GE, Google, Microsoft and IBM all seeking to help with this data cleaning and structuring.31

Perhaps the most notable recent move is however that of Apple (see case study) which sees healthcare as a major future area of focus. Given its long-term stance of ‘differential privacy’ and not extracting value for its customers’ encrypted data, the company has now changed its position. In January 2018, after three years of preparing its devices to process medical data, Apple released its updated Health App which has raised the game. Users can now transfer clinical data direct from health providers to their iPhones, sharing the same information with their doctors. The aim is to provide as much transparency and long-terms visibility for personal health information as is available for financial data.32

**Benefits for the Patient**

*It is only by having all the varied sources of personal health information effectively joined up that the promise of better use of patient data can be fulfilled. Integration is therefore clearly fundamental to the future ambition. If all of an individual’s health records, personal wellness data as well as important proxy data can, indeed, be both co-located and combined, then this is what will open the door to the much-improved analysis, diagnosis and support that all are seeking.*
CASE STUDY:

Founded in 2010, US based Validic has become one of the healthcare industry’s leading technology platforms for convenient, easy access to digital health data from ‘best-in-class’ clinical sources. The company has to date raised more than $18 million, much of which came from Kaiser Permanente’s venture capital arm. It doesn’t monitor patients itself. Rather, it acts as a conduit and dashboard for all the inconsistent data streams emanating from various mobile health and in-home devices, fitness equipment, clinical sensors, activity wearables, smart bands and wellness applications: Information that would otherwise be impossible for doctors and health systems to keep up with and compare.33 It is providing a one-stop source of much of the non-clinical sources of information that are increasingly part of the patient data mix.

At its core the company is in what it calls the ‘conversation economy’ which is moving across from social networks into healthcare and helping to provide ‘participant-generated data.’ “Patients today are expecting more than just episodic care transactions; they’re behaving like consumers and want personalized, easy interactions with providers.”34 As such it is focused on improving user engagement through machine learning and seeking to curate a holistic view of wellness.36 This is important because, as part of the combination, Validic takes data from legacy medical devices that are not even connected to the internet such as a traditional blood pressure cuff. It does this by encouraging patients to take a picture of the reading on their smartphone. For many of the companies that take the output, key issues are simplification, standardization and the means by which to start new conversations with patients. Organisations from hospitals and IT companies to pharma, insurance and health device manufacturers are all customers. So, companies such as Philips integrate the consumer-generated health data from Validic into their own digital platforms that in turn underpin the Philips connected health solutions and services.36 Moving ahead, the aim is that, as remote monitoring and analytics technologies evolve, the company can provide much more of the increasing portfolio of important health data that is not on the core EHR.37
CASE STUDY:

It is little surprise that the world’s most valuable tech company has health data ambitions. Although one of the most secretive of the big tech firms, especially concerning long-term aims, some of its digital health ambitions are starting to emerge. After a ‘soft-entry’ into the market in 2014 with the release of the Health App, the next layer occurred 12 months later with the launch of ResearchKit and the Apple Watch. Since then the company has rapidly built a platform for health data. Apple CEO Tim Cook sees that “health care is big for Apple’s future.”

Commentators have seen that Apple has several opportunities to exploit. These include:

- Revenues with so much cash that, unlike many others, it is not dependent on insurers’ reimbursement.
- Starting with Apple Watch fitness data, an acquisition of Glimpse (which lets users gather health information from disparate sources and share it with the healthcare institutions) and partnership with Health Gorilla, the company is gaining the clinical-grade data to offer a full personal health record.
- ResearchKit is a platform for large-scale research studies, streamlining the on-boarding process, that has changed the scale at which studies are done and the type of data that can be captured.
- The company has also been involved in diabetes and heart disease-management, connecting patients to the care they need when they need it via partnerships with American Well and others.

In January 2018, after three years of preparing its devices to process medical data, Apple released its updated Health App which has raised the game. Users can now transfer clinical data direct from health providers to their iPhones, sharing the same information with their doctors. The aim is to provide as much transparency and long-terms visibility for personal health information as is available for financial data. The updated Health Records section within the Health app brings together hospitals’ and clinics’ information to make it easy for consumers to see their available medical data from multiple providers whenever they choose.
However, in a notable departure from its ‘we will not see your data’ policy due to encryption on the device, Apple now has the caveat for ‘users to choose to share it with the company’. For a firm that has previously focused on devices and not data, this signals a potential major shift in future direction. While having the most trusted products through which medical data can flow is still the core priority for growing its core consumer base, the data business is now in play.43 With the recent recruitment of a wealth of health, biotech and biomedical talent, the ability to embed the next generation of sensors within all its products to generate, capture and analyse more personal health data.

Apple has patents to turn its phones in full medical devices using new sensors to measure blood pressure, body fat and heart function. Equally its headphones are poised to undertake biometric monitoring and the Apple Watch is tracking blood glucose levels and heart health.44 Furthermore, new apps are coming on line with at least 150 firms globally now developing some form of what have been termed ‘digital therapeutics’.45 At heart, a long-game approach with patients as consumers at the centre seems to fit with Apple’s style.46
Ownership vs. access

If access to patient data is to have impact it needs to be aggregated and shared but there are concerns around ownership and who makes decisions around its use. Patients may have increasing control of their data, but whether they are its real custodians and are able to control access to it depends on culture, regulation and need. Many countries are moving towards supporting greater individual access and ownership of health data – a question will be how well citizens engage with it.

Everyone is talking about the importance of sharing data but the current ambiguities around how this can be done is proving to be a real barrier. As expectations are growing it is becoming increasingly important to understand who should own health data, who should control it and therefore who should best be able to make decisions around its access and use.

Some believe that ultimate ownership of health records should belong to the individual. After all who else will consider it important to keep that their health records are kept up to date? This is particularly relevant as health data is now being generated on personal devices - pretty much anyone can already take unlimited blood pressures or blood glucose measurements via a smartphone and choose whether or not to share the results.
So why not extend that decision-making ability to other aspects of their health data? But others point out that although organisations and healthcare professionals understand how, where and why to use new sources of data, it doesn’t necessarily mean that patients will comprehend what could be the implication of what they choose to share. This might limit their ability to make the right choice about the use of their own records. Also, although the ‘informed healthy’ and ‘worried well’ may have good comprehension of what the data is saying, in many regions, concerns were raised about the ability of the ‘average patient’ or one in acute need or stress to be able to access and control the flow of information necessary for their own care.

REGAINING CONTROL

Although individuals may not fully understand how to control their digital footprints, one thing for sure is that they are increasingly distrustful of some third-party providers that are often in charge of access today. As we become more aware of the way personal data has been used, sold, repackaged and resold, there is a growing swell of public distrust in the current system which allows corporates to hold and capitalize on the use of personal information from the myriad sources they have access to. Not only does this already feel like an unnecessary personal intrusion for some, but many agree that the ways some data is currently stored and shared dramatically increases the risk of privacy breaches. This is either through the deliberate re-selling without permission or unintentionally, because of poor security and the escalation of cyber-attacks. It also raises questions about the need to better regulate the business models - sometimes termed “surveillance capitalism” because of their dependence on the sale and resale of personal data. Small surprise, perhaps, why some argue that the only way of regaining control of the situation, certainly for health data, is to ensure that data ownership remains in the hands of the individual who generated it. Whether that is more secure is currently an open question for some. However, looking ahead many believe the patient will not only have access to their own data, but they will increasingly also own it and control it, choosing how it can be shared and with which organisations.

OWNERSHIP

The challenge however is to build consensus around how to achieve this and then how to reasonably manage access data. Currently there seem to be more problems than answers. These were just some questions raised during our workshops:

- Who is responsible and accountable for the creation, upkeep and sharing of associated information?
- Who owns the data today?
- There will be a massive increase in the amount of data, but will ownership also increase?
- All US medical visits are captured electronically, and the data can now be combined – but if this happens who will be in control and manage this?
- How will individuals take ownership?
- What are the costs?
- What about policy impact?
- Once the information is collated, does this actually give individuals improved awareness, and will people better understand their own health risk?

Such is the ambiguity around the issue that there are many approaches around ownership models currently in play even within a single market. For example, in the US the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) does not specify ownership, and state laws are inconsistent. For instance, only New Hampshire has a law which specifically states that patients own their medical records. Legal opinion ranges widely from “the general understanding of the legal community is that patients own their records, or it’s their interests that are ultimately paramount” to “the default setting is that the records belong to the provider who has the control over it.” This is in contrast to doctors who, although they are required to store and protect health records, often believe it is the patient who ultimately owns them. “My understanding is that patients have a legal right to their medical records when they request them. The physician is the caretaker and has the responsibility for maintaining
The situation is much clearer for mental health records as the HIPAA states that these can only be shared with other providers with the patient’s permission.

If that was not complicated enough once data has been aggregated and de-identified the game changes. At this point it can be sold without patient permission. Indeed, the default for many EHR vendors has been that the physician gives them the right to commercialize, de-identified and aggregated data. Currently individuals have no way of tracking this. While HIPPA privacy regulation gives patients the right to review and inspect their personal records, sometimes for a fee, tracing how they are being used once de-identified is pretty much impossible.

**CUSTODIANSHIP**

Some argue that the current regulation has made the assumption that health organisation should host and therefore control individuals’ data. The consequence of this is that in several circumstances patient needs have become secondary to those of the healthcare system. This is why some, especially in Brussels, suggested that the debate should really focus on ‘custodianship’ identifying who is entrusted with guarding or maintaining health information and how they can be held to account for their actions. This can be considered from a number of different perspectives. For instance, in Western Australia and New South Wales, the Department of Health has a data stewardship policy which puts the focus on custodians managing data on behalf of the state not the patient. In Canada, custodians are considered to be individuals or organisations that collect, maintain or use personal health information to provide or assist in the provision of health care or treatment. Here they again have the interest of their employer at the fore but are obliged to respect the wishes of individuals to access or correct their records. Scotland’s regional health polices include guidance on providing data to researchers, taking into account the public interest vs individual patient privacy.

**TRANSPARENCY**

In other countries the situation is no less complicated. But, as understanding grows, so too does concern about how to control data access. To address this one approach is to be more transparent. An early mover here can be found in Denmark where, since 2003, sunhed.dk, an internet-based portal, provides access to medical records for both citizens and health care professionals. Although initially mainly used by GPs, public access has increased substantially in recent years. Some of the big corporates have also tried to improve transparency – but so far with limited success. Microsoft’s HealthVault, which launched in 2007 is just one of several opt-in platforms which seeks to enable patients to gather, store, use and share health information. Bringing together medical information from providers and personal data, it expanded from the US to the UK in 2010. Google’s version of this, Google Health, closed down in 2012 due to lack of adoption.

Also in the US, one of the most significant initiatives has been Open Notes which now provides over 20m US patients with the ability to review their medical records and report any discrepancies online. In addition, it reminds patients of important next steps, such as diagnostic and screening tests, referrals, and immunizations. Initial evaluations have suggested that this movement may increase patient activation and engagement in important ways and has shown that users have gained greater understanding (of health information), built better relationships (with doctors), received better quality care (adherence and compliance) and improved self-care (patient-centeredness, empowerment).

**REGULATION**

In Europe, as highlighted in the privacy and security chapter, GDPR regulations are designed to encourage organisations to give back control of personal data to the individual. Although not specific around ownership, these regulations make it easier for individuals to access data which is held on them and to be able to change the permissions they grant.
for it to be used or shared. The UK is building on this approach and the NHS now states, “every citizen will be able to access their full health records at the click of a button, detailing every visit to the GP and hospital, every prescription, test results, and adverse reactions and allergies.”55 It is clear that, despite its rocky start, the push for transparency marks a significant step towards giving patients more control, and possibly ownership, of their personal information.

It is however India that currently stands out as one of the few nations where the issue is clearly defined. Here the National Health Portal has for some time had guidelines for patient data56 which state that the “physical or electronic records, which are generated by the healthcare provider, are held in trust by them on behalf of the patient,” but that “the contained data in the record which are the protected health information of the patient is owned by the patient himself / herself.” Patients can not only inspect the information, but also “have the privileges to restrict access to and disclosure of individually identifiable health information.”

GREATER CONTROL

Whatever the approach, across all our discussions the assumption was that in the future patients will have greater control of their data and be able to access to more information. However, the interpretation of ‘control’ is varied. Key questions which have yet to be answered concern the benefits of full versus partial control, the link between control and responsibility as well as the improved use of data to give patients a better understanding of their health care choices. In some locations, the debate was around what really constitutes legal ownership – with insurance, pharmaceutical and care provider sectors all suggesting that individuals would not benefit from having sole control of their health data. Others consider that the issue is more about the ability for individuals and organisation to access and use data. “Patients will have ability to opt-in and opt-out of data sharing and also correct errors.” In other words, it is really all about access vs. ownership?

INDIVIDUAL OVERSIGHT

It is within this area that platforms like digi.me (see case study) are now increasingly active. Starting with a pilot in Iceland and now moving to Norway, Australia and the UK, this is enabling citizens to download a copy of all their health data. At its core the aim is to deliver the ambition for individual oversight of all their health data, whatever the source and so put the patient ‘in control’ of how this is used. In addition, with organisations such as Nebula Genomics (see case study) giving the patient the ownership and control of their DNA profiles, the ability for individuals to further control and monetize their health data is moving forward.
In our London discussion, several highlighted the UK Databox research project\(^5\) which focuses on enhancing accountability and giving individuals control over the use of their personal data. This envisions “an open-source personal networked device or service, that collates, curates, and mediates access to an individual’s personal data by verified and audited third party applications and services. It will form the heart of an individual’s personal data processing ecosystem, providing a platform for managing secure access to data and enabling authorised third parties to provide services that may be accessed while roaming outside the home environment.”

Several organisations who ‘can own the patient throughout the whole journey’ are confident in their ability to manage access to information through ‘joined-up health services’ but without having to share data with other companies. Indeed, some felt that “in 10 years, we will have solved the ambiguity of who owns what.” As “decision making moves from experts to expert systems” then maybe the data just becomes an input, or it is transparently monetized and used by all? This may be particularly relevant as “insurers increasingly need the patient to be part of the system and hit targets (e.g. BMI measures).” Although some questioned “if fear of data overload will exceed the individuals’ capacity to see things in perspective,” others put the future focus very much on the capability of healthcare systems as a whole to “give choice to individual” and so enable the “ability to see and correct your own data.”

Although varied jurisdictions may adopt different approaches and there may be no universal answer, a good number of organisations are already laying the ground for a world in which control of personal data does indeed shift (back) to the individual. The appetite is certainly evident. In Singapore, the view is that “we will see more democratisation of health information and that is a good thing,” while in Norway it was proposed that “patients will become more health literate and so increasingly empowered,” and hence this will “drive individual responsibility and accountability that will deliver positive change.”

**Benefits for the Patient**

Foremost, giving greater visibility on all the health information that exists about an individual is itself a major advance on today. Linking in the ability to then question it and also control it in terms of granting permissions for access to trusted parties takes patient data an important further step forward. While not all may engage, for those that want to, then this shift to custodianship of one’s personal data – from across all sources – holds the key for wider empowerment in the years ahead.
CASE STUDY:

Companies such as 23andMe and AncestryDNA charge consumers under $200 to learn about their health or origins; others undertake whole genome sequencing for around $1,000. But all these companies retain control of the data: The customers / patients have no ownership.

Co-founded by Harvard DNA sequencing pioneer George Church, MIT start-up Nebula Genomics is seeking to upend this ‘exploitation’. It will offer whole genome sequencing, but allow customers to keep custodianship of their data, which they can then rent to the drug companies they choose, potentially making a profit in the process.58

Pharma and biotech companies spend billions of dollars each year to acquire genomic data and scientists need large genomic datasets to identify causes of disease and develop cures. However, to date, growth of the genomic data market has been hindered by small data quantities, data fragmentation, lack of data standardization and slow data acquisition. Launched in Feb 2018, Nebula Genomics is leveraging block-chain to eliminate middlemen and empower people to own their personal genomic data. This will effectively lower sequencing costs and enhance data privacy, resulting in growth of genomic data. The company is planning to “spur genomic data growth by significantly reducing the costs of personal genome sequencing, enhancing genomic data protection, enabling buyers to efficiently acquire genomic data, and addressing the challenges of genomic big data. We will accomplish this through decentralization, cryptography, and utilization of the block-chain.”60

While there are other platforms where people can sell their genetic information online, none offer genome sequencing. Nebula’s goal is to get the price of sequencing below $1,000 by working with biotech and pharma companies, which will subsidize a large share of the cost. In addition, people will be able to earn cryptocurrency in exchange for letting pharma companies use their data.61 People who want to get their genomes sequenced through Nebula will pay with tokens, which will also be used by researchers and companies wanting to acquire that data. Initial modelling proposes that an individual could earn up to 50 times the cost of sequencing their genome – taking into account both what could be made from a lifetime of renting out their genetic data, and reductions in medical bills if the results throw up a potentially preventable disease.

As co-founder and former Google employee Kamal Obbad views it, “under the current system, personal genomics companies effectively own your personal genomics data, and you don’t see any benefit at all.”62 Some see the real problem will be whether it is possible to keep the DNA data private while still allowing data buyers to compute on it. With Nebula’s model the sequence would belong to the individual, so they could rent it out over and over, including to multiple companies simultaneously. The data buyer would never take ownership or possession of it – rather, it is stored by the individual with Nebula then providing a secure computation platform on which the data buyer could compute on the data. “You stay in control of your data and you can share it securely with who you want to.”
CASE STUDY:

**UK based digi.me is one of the leading personal data platforms. Operating across a number of sectors including both financial services and healthcare, it allows individuals to connect together multiple data sources.** From social media feeds and banking to wearables and health records, it enables users to have a secure personal data library on one of several major cloud-based platforms such as DropBox and Google Drive.

At its core the aim is to deliver the ambition for individual oversight of all their health data, whatever the source and so put the patient ‘in control’ of how this is used. Linking into personalised healthcare services and treatment its major 2017 pilot has been in Iceland where, as a world-first living lab project, all citizens have universal access to their healthcare data. Iceland is now building on this base to create a broader personal data ecosystem. Other nations are expected to follow suit.

With the advent of GDPR across Europe and US regulation requiring healthcare providers to all create citizen-facing APIs to enable automated data download, the company is expanding quickly. Having merged with its US rival personal.com, digi.me is now working in partnership with a number of EU health systems as well as over 100 healthcare providers in the US via formats including Epic, Cerner and Blue Button. As the global ambition for more patient control of their data, many see digi.me and similar platforms setting the standards.
Trust

In many regions, trust needs to be (re)built between payers, providers and patients as well as with new entrants coming into the healthcare arena. New technology platforms and improving communication with the public both play a major role. Concern about ulterior motives for the use of data is high and some see AI adding to the challenge. Many recognise the need for greater transparency on practice in some pivotal areas.

Trust has traditionally been considered a cornerstone of effective doctor – patient relationships. The need for interpersonal trust relates to the vulnerability associated with being ill, the information asymmetries arising from the specialist nature of medical knowledge, and the uncertainty regarding the competence and intentions of the practitioner on whom the patient is dependent. Without trust patients may well not access services at all, let alone disclose all medically relevant information. Trust is also important at an institutional level, as trust in particular hospitals, insurers and health care systems may affect patient support for and use of services and thus their economic and political viability. Furthermore, without trust it would be almost impossible to carry out effective clinical trials and health research. Another fundamental problem with today’s system is that patients lack knowledge and control.
In what has come to be called the post-traditional order the balance of trust is shifting. The days of ‘doctor knows best’, when patients blindly trusted in and deferred to medical expertise, are being challenged. At the same time breaches in patient data have undermined trust still more. A 2017 survey from Accenture revealed that cyber-attacks have already affected more than one in every four people in the US resulting in an average of $2,500 out-of-pocket costs. Technology has opened the door to vast sources of information and, with various degrees of accuracy, consumers can often self-diagnose, their condition with few choice words and a google search. Today the consumer is ‘king’ and the ‘informed patient’ frequently expects to play an active part in decision-making regarding their treatment.

TRUSTED SOURCES

Access to trusted sources of information is therefore essential in supporting consumers as they consider treatment options, shop for health care, and select, buy, and use their health insurance. Yet it seems that many of the trusted sources fall outside the traditional health care system, demonstrating that not just the information but also the information source matters. Looking beyond the immediate patent doctor relationship we are now in a world where, with exception of maybe Canada, the Nordics and Singapore, many regions, public trust in established institutions, especially government, is in deterioration. In South Africa, trust in the national government and the private sector is, for example, pretty low. In several locations we visited, the focus was on how little trust there is between different services – social care, health, aging services etc. and how to use data to build bridges between the different silos.

TRANSPARENCY

We are evidently in a state of flux as, for some, trust has moved away from institutions such as government and the established brands to centre on personal networks. This is having a significant impact on health care delivery. As Eric Topol shared powerfully in his influential 2015 book ‘The Patient Will See You Now’ we are entering “a new era in trust and transparency.”

Consumers Willing To Share Health Data

Source: Rock Health 2016 Consumer Survey
The Edelman trust barometer has for several years highlighted that healthcare as a sector is near the bottom of the rankings alongside financial services. In particular, as trust in pharmaceutical companies continues to slide, “lesser trust in pharma and biotech companies carries with it broad implications for the ability to attract and keep employees, license to operate in the larger health and business ecosystem, and greater support for regulations that may threaten a license to lead.”66 Less than half the population trusts healthcare company CEOs and only 70% of employees who work in the healthcare sector say they trust the company for which they work. For healthcare generally, the largest gaps in consumer expectations and how they see healthcare performing lie in the areas of transparency.

As shown in the chart below, very recently there has been good levels of trust in big tech. In 2016, over half of the Americans surveyed in one study said that they were willing to share health data with Google, Microsoft, Samsung or Apple. However, with growing anxiety over such issues as privacy, taxation and fake news, confidence in much of the big tech sector is also falling – just as many are seeking to move deeper into the health sector. This is a big concern for healthcare as many of the new partnerships around better use of patient data are built around collaboration with some of the companies in the spotlight. So, what can be done to address this?

BUILDING TRUST

Implicit within many discussions on how the future of patient data may evolve is the issue of building greater trust. This is not just in terms of personal trust between the patient and the multiple public-facing elements within the health care system, but also regarding the growing cohort of hidden partners that manage, store and utilise patient information. Many agree that “if patients are to willingly share their data, and if multiple organisations are going to collaborate, there has to be a higher level of public trust than currently exists.”

In Sydney, it was agreed that good regulation is key: “from a policy perspective, we need to be clear who owns what data and who can share what. We also need to know what information can be accessed in an emergency vs. what data will always require consent from the individual. This will enable us to agree the right standards and set clear roles.”

Broader views on where greater transparency may help to build trust include the pricing and efficacy of drugs. Particular examples highlighted the better use of taxation and how to link funding levels to outcome measures for interventions.

Many believe that one of the most effective ways to build trust is by making information more accessible. “We need a digital transformation that makes everything easy to use with market and social forces aligning so we can move to better health outcomes based on personalized data.” Many again mentioned Iceland as leading in this space. There citizens are given access to digital copies of all their health data. In London, it was suggested that better communication would do much to build public trust: “We have to address culture as a barrier to change” and “we need to differentiate between real risks and the myths (that are often driven by the media). Key is creating more positive storytelling.”

Significantly, “we need positive early stories to share alongside experiences that matter. There should be clear mutual propositions for sharing and improving transparency.” Beyond this there was agreement that patients should be given greater advice and support so that they can more easily decide what is advisable to share and be given clear choices around whether they should do so – especially on sensitive issues such as sexual or mental health.

BLOCK-CHAIN

Given that one way to establish trust is to increase transparency, several expect that block-chain will have a role to play. The view in South Africa for example was that, despite its limitations, “we are confident in the security provided by block-chain in terms of it being more difficult to hack but we recognize that it is not as efficient as other options.”
The Canadian government is also investigating block-chain’s potential and participants in the Toronto workshop proposed that “smart contracts may be the best way to utilize it: When more data is liberated then block-chain may have a greater role to play.” But this “will not impact healthcare ‘at scale’ in the next 10 years.” Others see that “using block-chain for health records is a possibility but the idea that this can backdate and work on legacy systems is stretching it too far.” Some consider it to be just more hype and suggest that the noise around this new technology might damage the health debate. “If we believe trust is an incomplete contract then block-chain is a useful technical tool but doesn’t solve the fundamental issue. There are many false expectations and naïve views of block-chain.”

Block-chain has captured the imagination of the healthcare industry, from payers and providers, through pharmacies and product providers. The peer-to-peer network that replaces the traditional role of a centrally trusted authority. More are seeing that leveraging block-chain as a shared bundled-payment platform between providers and payers, greater transparency of price, cost and quality data could be achieved, helping to alleviate the mistrust. In recent Cognizant research, how organisations are planning to use block-chain within healthcare was however notably varied. 44% are planning to adopt a permissioned block-chain that is only accessible to trusted participants while 38% said they are planning to adopt a public block-chain.67

Several companies are being proactive about how to use block-chain as part of the mix. Nebula Genomics for one is making interesting moves around allowing patients to own and monetize their DNA profiles. Emin Gün Sirer, co-director of the Initiative for Cryptocurrencies and Smart Contracts at Cornell University has commented that “the idea of trying to get individuals to monetise their own genomes using the block-chain is an interesting and new one.”68

**MANAGING DISTRUST**

Many are increasingly wary about some of the motivations behind the collection of data. The question raised in Dubai was “to what extent can we trust organisations who collect and manage our more personalized data and, in particular, our DNA / genomic profiles?” And then “how will employers or government use the new health data? Will they select and prioritize treatment and coverage? Is that the natural next stage of health insurance?” Moreover, “if employers can identify (and recruit) the best and healthiest then what will happen to everyone else? What will happen to those with mental health issues? If the information is available to them, will employers refuse to recruit people who may be prone to depression?” Finally, some ask “what role can the government play to help manage the problem?”

In a bespoke workshop with a UK health insurance company, this issue was seen as a major business risk – especially if it raises public concerns which are then fanned by gossip and media speculation. This really is an important issue. As more accurate health data is generated, the possibility that it could be accessed and misused will be impossible to ignore. “Insurance companies cannot mandate genetic tests, but they may need to differentiate between customers who have them and those who do not.”

In Sydney, the view was that “no one wants to see a future where genetic profiling means that individuals are excluded from healthcare cover and wider economic or social engagement, such as employment. However, it could happen.” One suggested response was maybe “insurance companies need to steer clear of using genetic data in any significant way in order to ensure that customers do not feel that they could be penalized.” Traditional risk analysis based on family history and blood tests etc., may well remain the standard point of reference for premium calculation - even though more detailed information is clearly going to be available.

Back in London, this point unpacked wider concerns about the business model for health insurance. Comments included; “insurance needs to stop looking at data and start sharing” and “putting people into smaller and smaller boxes is hugely unhelpful. Some risks are not diversifiable if you shrink the pool...”
so that it becomes impractical.” Several see that the model for health insurance is currently very primitive and if it is to have relevance in the future then how patient data is used and managed will be critical: “We assume we are giving our data to someone we trust but organisations (such as Experian for instance) are already gathering it and selling it back to other companies.” With more and better personal information increasingly available over the next decade then a huge ‘tsunami of change’ may be heading the way of the insurance sector.

THE ROLE OF AI

Many are also concerned about the challenges that AI will uncover – particularly as vulnerable patients might find themselves exploited by increasingly intelligent algorithms. Some are already more comfortable communicating sensitive health issues to electronic devices, machines and chat-bots, rather than humans. What happens if they begin to be manipulated by them? What would happen if an algorithm taught itself a new way to question health data? In the same way that Google Translate AI invented its own language, we risk losing control of our ability to interrogate health data and AI decision-making. The perceptions of trust in how the privacy of NHS patients was treated in the early stages of the partnership with Deep Mind was mentioned several times.

HUMAN TOUCH

Alongside all the technological developments in the mix including wider block-chain use, one company specifically highlighted in Sydney is taking a more human approach to increasing trust in its field of focus. One of the top insights from the 2015 Future Agenda programme was that “as service provision and consumption becomes ever more digital, automated and algorithmic, those brands that can offer more emotional engagement and human-to-human contact become increasingly attractive.”

In a world of more automation in healthcare, Flatiron (see case study) is using a team of humans to sort through patient records and identify the critical data points. Technology cannot yet deal with the unstructured information within which exist the vital signals that point to specific cancer diagnosis, and so the company is using “human-mediated extraction of data describing human illness, to achieve a level of utility required and explicitly demanded by the human physicians caring for patients, by the human researchers developing new medicines, and by the human regulators evaluating their efforts.” Flatiron has built trust with a very particular community of oncologists and has done it so well that Roche has recently acquired it for over $2bn.

Benefits for the Patient

Without trust in the system and healthcare organisations, patients will not be willing to share the all-important data. Whether through better technology or more human touch in the critical moments of truth, building more trust is a primary motivation for many across the sector. Getting this right at a time when trust itself is in such flux is not going to be easy, but it is going to be essential.
Given that so much of the available, real-world clinical data is unstructured and stored across thousands of disconnected community clinics, medical centres and hospitals, the core challenge is making sense of all this information. ‘In cancer, many of the critical data points reside in documents that are not structured at all. For example, histology. If a cancer is an adenocarcinoma or a squamous cell cancer is something that’s in a pathology report, and sometimes it’s really distinct, and it’s pretty easy to pull that information out. But a lot of the times, it’s contextual, and includes a lot of the other information that a pathologist is seeing. And this is not just histology, but information like biomarkers, and what’s in the radiology report, and what’s in the clinical case notes. 50% or more the critical data points you need for research live in these PDF representations of data.’

The company sees that “each patient’s story has the unique potential to teach us something new about the way cancer works, and help us find more effective treatments, faster.” As such, and given its’ heritage, it is notable in its’ very human approach. Working with 2m active patients’ records, at its core are a sizable team of healthcare professionals who are reading through the unstructured data to extract key insights. While ‘technology-enabled’ with underlying systems to monitor accuracy and match...
information to structured data, the essential work is being done by human beings. Going forward, some expect that AI may deliver efficiency benefits but, for now, the key capability is “human-mediated extraction of data describing human illness, to achieve a level of utility required and explicitly demanded by the human physicians caring for patients, by the human researchers developing new medicines, and by the human regulators evaluating their efforts.”

In 2018, Flatiron was acquired by pharma company Roche for a not-insignificant $2.1bn – many expect it to provide access to real world data from a network of oncology practices that can be used to provide a trusted, clinical-research grade record of drug efficacy and utility. This offers the possibility of obtaining regulator-worthy data with unprecedented ease, saving significant money from clinical study costs and delivering the relevant data for quicker decisions - and a faster time-to-market. Flatiron has achieved a level of physician-engineer collaboration that most health tech companies fail to approach and has also strategically partnered closely with regulators, providing FDA with complimentary access to data, and publishing together the results of such analyses. “This helped the company refine the platform, better understanding the questions they should be addressing, while also providing referenceability for pharma companies: if Flatiron data is good enough to be used by the FDA, it’s worthy of pharma attention as well.” Now with the support of Roche, Flatiron Health is building its capacity to turn health data into insights – “transforming EHR data into analysable, actionable information.”
Security and privacy

As anonymized, aggregated data is more easily re-linked and sensitive health data is a target for cyber-attacks, questions are raised around the benefits of centralized vs. decentralized data and the impact of localization. Given both the sensitivity and value of healthcare data it is little surprise that security and privacy are high on multiple agendas. As vulnerability and risk increase apace with greater focus from external hackers and internal sources, these are growing concerns for many.

Throughout previous Future Agenda discussions on the future of data and privacy, the vulnerability of health data to hacking has been consistently highlighted. Back in 2010 at a lunch in Washington DC, a prediction was made that “in the future there will be a ‘privacy Chernobyl’ that will fundamentally change our attitudes to sharing information.” When pushed to highlight how this may happen, the expert view then was that it would most likely be in US health data as the information has high value, relatively low security (compared to passports and financial services) and lacks agreed standards. Eight years later, a view in San Francisco was that “Equifax is the canary in the coalmine – and healthcare information is way more valuable than financial information. It is up to 200 x more valuable (especially in a fragmented healthcare system where fraud is possible).” Today almost a quarter of all data breaches in America happen in health care. In 2015, over 113m Americans’ healthcare records were compromised.
THE SECURITY CHALLENGE

Medical data is indeed a popular target for criminals. As highlighted in the graph from FT research below, the average cost per capita of a health data breach in 2017 was calculated to be $380, way more than the $240 for financial data and significantly greater than any other sector. Reuters estimates that medical information is worth 10 times more than credit card information on the black market. Healthcare data can be monetised.
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Although the 3bn user information Yahoo hack of 2013 is still the largest data hack to date in terms of absolute numbers of accounts compromised, many point to breaches in health data having greater financial value - particularly those that included names, dates of birth, social security numbers, addresses, emails and phone numbers. Although the breaches that have taken place are minor in terms of total numbers of users when compared to others, given the higher multiples evidently attached to health data, the potential total financial impact of the data loss is far greater.
MALWARE

However, while these are significant in terms of value perhaps it was the 2017 infection of a third of the UK’s NHS systems as part of the WannaCry malware attack that raised wider concerns on future disruption and data vulnerability. This brought key parts of a national healthcare system to a halt, leading to over 600 cancelled operations and appointments and highlighted that few hospitals had the latest software updates. Ransomware presents an easier and safer way for hackers to gain cash; and, given the potential disruption, most organisations opt to simply pay the ransom. This has unintended consequences of funding more research by attackers who in turn develop more sophisticated and targeted attacks. What is increasingly clear is that the more patient data is stored, shared and analysed in the cloud or shared with different firms, the greater the potential threat of hacking or misuse.

KPMG is just one of many organisations calling for improved security: “Protecting patients’ individual rights, including their personal data needs to be as important as the treatment they receive.” But was is to be done? Cisco, for instance, sees that as well as detecting and preventing malware, securing health and care communities in the future will also require greater cognizance of the vulnerability from the IoT and more connected homes, hospitals and care facilities. Others see that maybe this is more than a traditional security risk.

CYBER-ATTACKS

Beyond financial gain, across all our discussions there was general acknowledgement that health data is increasingly vulnerable to a cyber-attack and there is a pressing need to address the problem. Some are even proposing that health firms should face stringent penalties if they are slapdash about security. The responses to this vary significantly. In Singapore, the view is that there is “potential future vulnerability to as yet unknown risk from cyber-attacks, coercion or even biological warfare informed by health data and this is why data cannot be shared beyond national boundaries.” Discussions in London and the US noted “focus on bio-warfare and destabilization” and the example mentioned several times (including in follow-on discussions in Bangkok) was the alleged activity of the USAF in mapping Russian genes and the capacity to make weapons that only target one race.

Although many focus on the external threats, most attacks and data breaches in the US system don’t come from outside hackers: “The majority of all inappropriate accesses to EHRs comes from the inside. They involve nurses or doctors, billing specialists, or administrators who have legitimate reasons for having access to systems but who abuse that access for revenge, financial gain or just plain curiosity.” In the US in 2016 there were 450 breaches, affecting 27 million patient records. Of those, 120 incidents were outside hacks, while 200 came from insider actions. Not surprisingly there are many organisations seeking to prevent this or detect it. Protenus is just one of several start-ups focused on tracking behaviours of healthcare workers within hospitals and their access to patient data. It is aiming to improve how healthcare organisations monitor patient data use and does this by using AI analytics to search out anomalous behaviours in health systems. It is effectively automatically policing patient data access and reporting potential breaches.

In its most recent data-breach forecast, Experian predicted that the healthcare sector would be the most heavily targeted industry. It anticipates that “mega breaches will move on from focusing on healthcare insurers to other aspects of healthcare, including hospital networks. These more distributed networks present a ripe target for attackers as it is often harder to maintain security measures as compared to more centralised organisations.”

How to store data effectively is another tricky area. “Patient data appears to be equally vulnerable whether in one centralized database or if it is distributed.” One participant mentioned that “we
have 60,000 files on AWS so I am concerned about hacking and breach potential.” Although Amazon is one of the more secure cloud services providers, anxiety is there. Finding the right balance to improve security, reduce risk and yet enable the wider sharing of patient data that many desire is going to be a difficult task. Although there is a growing political view in some regions that expresses the right to data privacy and the right to data security the reality is that “both are illusions: Security is impossible without increased monitoring – and so true privacy is also impossible.”

THE PRIVACY CHALLENGE

In terms of privacy specifically there are mounting challenges and increasingly visibility. Organisations such as the IAPP have been offering advice on the topic for several years. Privacy is now increasingly part of the mainstream conversation and after the recent Facebook / Cambridge Analytica revelations public awareness is rising dramatically. Its implications on healthcare and patient data are also growing. In the UK the NHS and DeepMind came under criticism for the way that the anonymized data of 1.6m patients was shared in 2016.

Around the world, multiple legislative acts are already in place or emerging.

- In the US, health care privacy and security are governed by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). This limits disclosure of patient data and mandates secure storage and transmission of electronic records. Anybody who violates HIPAA faces civil and criminal penalties. So, the law ensures that providers and health plans take steps to protect your health data and that you retain important rights over how it is used. Similar regulation is in place in a number of locations.

- In Germany, the GDPR regulation aims primarily to give control back to citizens and residents over their personal data. It sets clear principles that apply to all use of patients’ data and to all data controllers.

- In India, the Ministry of Health (MoHFW) has supported a sector-specific law on privacy. Necessitated by the fact that interoperable EHRs are a key component of Digital India, the Healthcare Data Privacy and Security Act will develop a comprehensive legal framework for protection of individual health data and its standardisation and identify the ‘ownership’ of that data through the establishment of a national e-health authority and health information exchanges.

As highlighted in our project summary map, general privacy regulation is now considered by lawyers to be strong in a wide range of countries including the US, Canada, Western Europe, Australia, Singapore and South Korea and ‘robust’ in China, Japan, Central Europe and Argentina. Privacy protection specific to health data is now growing in strength in other locations including India, Brazil and much of SE Asia.

ENCRYPTION

Given this, a major challenge is how to balance the level of encryption to preserve privacy while ensuring relevant data is accessible to doctors and so the system is efficient. Today, de-identified data that you share is driving the most important advance in medicine: population-based data discoveries and tools to manage our health, wellness, and diseases. “There is an illusion of anonymization.” Most agree that the risk of sharing data should be not only recognised, but also made more public. No one is guaranteeing that aggregated or anonymized data can be 100% secure, or that individuals cannot be traced from it, and so, maybe, patients should be made more aware of this? Others agreed that going forward “no data will be truly anonymous” and we will see different levels of re-identification. “Much current health data practice assumes that technology will not be able to be relinked to its source. This is not the case.”
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

Addressing the security and privacy challenges while enabling greater patient data access and sharing is plainly a highly problematic balancing act. One proposal is to push anonymization to a greater level—hence the support for the likes of block-chain. Estonia, for instance, is already using block-chain to protect its’ citizens medical data. But, while seeming to improve security, this could actually make much medical data more difficult to use for research purposes. A counter-question raised in Oslo was “as clinical studies data is made more open and put into the public domain, how can we be confident that all will abide by the agreed rules of use?” In Boston, another view was that the risks from identification of data will be controlled as the “increasing volume of data being generated makes identification more difficult.” Moreover, “data is increasingly temporary (e.g. Snapchat) – so the premise of relinking is not true.” Technology will solve the problem so as such the link-ability of open data problem is a “failed response to managing big data.”

While some of this may be true, others are calling for systemic action. As many healthcare organisations have been slow to adopt practices that have worked for other industries, many do not, for example, use multi-factor authentication. It is standard in financial services but not in healthcare. Going forward healthcare providers should ‘apply strong encryption to all patient data and limit who has permission to access medical charts.’ An Experian recommendation is that “healthcare organisations of all sizes and types need to ensure they have proper, up to date security measures in place, including contingency planning for how to respond to a ransomware attack and adequate employee training about the importance of security.” Others point to more bio-metric security as has already being integrated into the Indian Aadhaar system. Whatever approaches are adopted it is clear that if the ambition of wider collection and sharing of patient data is to progress, then a broadening range of security and privacy issues clearly have to be proactively addressed.

Benefits for the Patient

Without security and privacy in the healthcare system, there will be little trust. Without trust patients will not use new platforms nor will they be willing to share more of their personal information with existing healthcare organisations. This is a universal barrier to progress. As individual’s digital footprints become more visible, more valuable and more vulnerable to misuse, patients will increasingly expect guarantees from care providers.
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Future opportunities

Throughout our discussions there have been four key areas which are seen as major opportunities for patient data to improve efficiency and drive innovation. Although, again, not all are the same in the detail of execution in every location. This is often due to differing regulatory frameworks around privacy or the influence of a single payer system. However, they are all seen as major areas for potential change to occur over the next decade. Significant investment has already been made in some areas, both by government and the private sector. All are fields where there is tangible change to be delivered and, if undertaken in a coherent and effective manner, considerable benefits to be achieved.
These four areas are:

**Personalisation** – The prospect of more individualized ‘n=1’ healthcare is accelerating. Remote access, localised support and decision-making are all central to creating more personalized information which in turn will drive better healthcare. Predictive analytics and genetic profiling will further transform treatment: But will the benefits extend beyond the lucky few?

**Data Marketplaces** – Embedded in the future of access to patient data, is its wider exchange and what may be public commons vs. what is open for commercial purposes. Personal and clinical data will be represented in health data marketplaces that seek to both create financial value as well as enable better care. Given the value of health data in some key regions, marketplaces will undoubtedly expand but ensuring that the patient gains advantage will be pivotal.

**The Impact of AI** - There are great expectations around AI. Initial advances from machine learning and pattern recognition will be significant in enabling more efficient diagnosis and better prediction. As deep learning and self-learning then develop, the ability to deal with unstructured data delivers major improvements in diagnosis and treatment and AI is embedded into many clinical decisions. Moreover, with voice and facial recognition increasingly analysing users’ behaviour patterns, AI is also applied to identify stress and anxiety.

**New Models** – While we will see some change from within, expect big tech, led especially by Amazon, to further disrupt health care. This will shift reimbursement mechanisms and drive shared risk across payers and providers. Equally significant change is emerging from China and India where the creation of identity related platforms is driving innovation at scale. At the same time, some anticipate that the reinvention of healthcare business models will come from more unexpected places.

Each of these are explored in the following pages.
Personalisation

The prospect of more individualized ‘n=1’ healthcare is accelerating. Remote access, localised support and decision-making are all central to creating more personalized information that in turn will drive better healthcare. Predictive analytics and genetic profiling will further transform treatment: But will the benefits extend beyond the lucky few?

The consistent view in many locations we visited was that “more detailed, personal information will help generate better health outcomes.” Therefore, better and more access to data about the individual is key to future healthcare delivery. This belief is driving much of the appetite for the collection, sharing and use of patient data.

GREATER PATIENT CENTRICITY

Whether through the use of new technologies, changes in approach to patient interaction or by making information more tailored at the individual level, personalisation is a major driver of change particularly as more providers seek to move away from cumbersome ‘hospital-centric’ care to ‘patient-centric’ support that is integrated in the wider health and social care systems: a more customer-centric approach is at the fore for many. The consensus is that if patients can be persuaded to make more use of advice based on some of the social determinants of their particular health needs, they will enjoy a better quality of life and, receive more focused health care services which can, in turn, be delivered in a cost-effective manner.97

The personalisation of healthcare looks set to manifest itself in many ways across different areas of
the system. One example of how it may evolve is in the delivery of hospital care; rather than build bigger buildings, it seems more practical to offer treatments in a more intimate way with hospitals becoming ‘smaller and more distributed’ – certainly more local. Indeed, several national health systems are already preparing for an increase in walk in or ‘ambulatory’ out-patient care facilities, a corresponding reduction in general hospital and the establishment of more centres of excellence for complex surgery. In the UK, for example, integrating care locally is one of the key areas of focus for the NHS over the next five years. Key actions on the agenda here include better integration of the varied strands of support including GPs, community nursing, mental health, social care and moving specialist care out of hospitals into the community. But joining up the primary and acute care systems relies on improved information sharing across parties and intelligent interrogation of data. In principle, in a single payer system such as the NHS this should be a credible ambition as it is more about the technological challenge than commercial interests of different parties as found in some other systems.

INTEGRATION

There are a good number of challenges to address before mass personalisation becomes a reality. The ambition is to extend access to information beyond just pills and sick-care to include behaviour and lifestyle data in the mix. So greater integration, meaning the bringing together of multiple sources of information - personal, proxy and contextual - in order to create a more holistic health profile, is vital. Delivering this will require as much policy change and collaboration between parties as it does technology development. On top of this understanding data quality and differentiating between different kinds of data will also be important. As we begin to use a range of sources from accurate, complete and integrated data to, for example, circumstantial data, trying to select what is, and what is not, relevant will not be straightforward.

OWNERSHIP

End-to-end management of individuals’ health only becomes possible when there is clear control, ownership or custodianship of personal health data, and that data is of high quality and consistency. Therefore, as highlighted earlier, understanding who owns what data, and who can decide who or which organisations can access it and if or how they will profit by it, is key. Failure to agree on this, some suggest could lead to a scenario where data mining and analysis will cease to be cost effective because confusion around ownership will make it hard and expensive to access. As we explore in more detail in the next section of this report, some believe that the monetization of health data is the only way to manage this process; “in this world, only data that has monetary value will be of interest and hence supported.” But some argue that if the focus remains mainly on the financial value, then the overriding concern is that the benefits are likely to be limited to the few, targeted conditions where significant impact can be made, or to those for which the rich are willing to pay. If this problem is not sorted out many quite right, several wonder whether more individualized medicine will widen the healthcare gap rather than close it.

INDIVIDUALISED MEDICINE

It seems obvious to many that an increase in accurate information about our genes, our bodies, our behaviour and our environment can improve our understanding about personal well-being and that therefore the ability to develop and deliver more individualised medicine has great potential to shape the provision of health services in the future. A good number of those we spoke to see that within the next decade, truly bespoke, targeted healthcare at the (n=1) individual level will be available – certainly for those governments, organisations or individuals who can afford to pay. Even at a population level, many believe that precision medicine that allows decisions, treatments, practices, or products to be tailored to small groups, is a realistic ten-year ambition.
To an extent some conditions, including cancers, are already benefiting from individualised medicine. However, this is not so for the majority of cases - even though there is growing understanding of its potential. This does not necessarily mean there will be an increase in individualized treatments, rather the focus is on identifying the approaches that will be effective for specific patients based on genetic, environmental, and lifestyle factors and, as the evidence is gathered, can better inform care for an increasing number of patients. In Johannesburg the view was that “over the next ten years, there will be constant iteration to both identify best practice and manage the market” and that “predictive analytics and genetic profiling together will create more connected prediction and drive hyper-personalization.”

Looking ahead most expect that personalisation will remain concentrated on specific areas, such as oncology, and that proof of impact will drive wider adoption. “Technology will improve, and prices will drop. Medical advances will mean that the market will grow and the ability to improve prediction and manage our health accordingly will increase.” In addition, more genetic profiling will eventually reveal “a gradual, non-linear move from reactive medicine and treatment to the delivery of preventative medicine that means we will have cheaper, faster and more effective healthcare”.

But there are reasons to be cautious. In San Francisco it was pointed out that “15 years ago, we were talking about precision medicine which was not delivered – now it’s called individualised medicine - maybe we have just changed the name.” In Johannesburg the outlook was that personalised medicine will simply be too expensive for the majority so, in poorer regions it will be a “niche in healthcare” and so “for the next decade will only be for the wealthy and the rich economies.” Despite its obvious growth (see chart below), most agree that the opportunity should be kept in perspective.

Number of Personalised Medicines (US - 2008 to 2016)
Many believe that personalisation will have a significant impact on the development of drugs. In Frankfurt, where a number of participants were from the pharma sector, it was suggested that individualized medicine feels “like the end of the blockbuster era where one product would treat many thousands” and that “that the pharma industry needs to change, or it will not survive.” However, as is slowly being shown with some chronic conditions such as diabetes, in order to realize significant change patients will need to recognize the benefits too; “we might need to use incentives to ensure a better understanding of the patient’s perspective. Without this we will not be able to have a precise diagnosis or individualized treatment.”

**INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOUR**

Many believed that the greatest opportunity that personalization presents is the way it can increase public understanding around health and lifestyle; “over the next decade we will move from patients being uninformed and dependent to becoming more informed and therefore more empowered. Certainly, they will be less encumbered by legal, social and political restrictions.” In addition, as understanding of health conditions and future needs grows, it will be possible to nudge people (and systems) to change behaviour in order to prevent symptoms developing unnecessarily. Ideally this can benefit everyone. In Dubai, one scenario saw that “as more data is increasingly easy to access at low cost we can use appropriate analysis to help improve patient behaviour.”

However, to achieve this, several major shifts need to take place:

1. **Education**: For the patient the focus should be on education, independent ‘activation’ and becoming more empowered – giving them the opportunity to use different digital tools (e.g., those provided by the likes of Atlantis Health).

2. **Integration**: For the system, the change is about integrating multiple platforms. These include tailoring information from smart phones, wearables and biometrics etc.; delivering remote diagnostics to give accurate healthcare information; and using more AI and pattern recognition to provide personalised support, warnings and guidance of deviation from ‘normal’ health for you.

3. **Skills**: For clinicians there is a need to ensure that the use of data is not just pushed to already over stretched GPs. Properly managed, integrated data should support the provision of care and enable a more distributed supply of services.

**GENOMICS**

In addition to improvements in the healthcare service the widespread use of personalised data is expected to significantly reduce the cost of care. Take for example the potential from our DNA data. As the cost of genetic profiling is dropping quickly how well we use the associated information raises a number of questions. On a positive side with more investment in the sequencing of genomes, such as with the UK’s Biobank programme, many foresee a better understanding of “genetically defined” diseases that will aid the development of drug discovery, diagnostics and testing (see chart right). This will enable medicines to be made specifically for patient groups. As understanding of the molecular base increases, we can breakdown diseases into sub-diseases and so better treat them and even identify as yet undiagnosed conditions. But how should that information be managed by individuals, employers, insurers, healthcare providers and governments?

The Human Genome project completed the first sequence in 2003. Since then cost of profiling has reduced considerably (down from $1bn to around $100), and it is now affordable and accessible through companies such as 23andme and Ancestry.com. A host of organisations such as Chinese company iCarbonX and Alphabet’s Verily (see case studies) are capitalising on this and are combining biological, psychological and behavioural data, in order to provide individualized health analysis, predict users’ health and so make lifestyle recommendations.
As the cost of acquiring data declines, so the businesses around it evolve. Organisations such as Nebula Genomics (see case study) are changing the model so that the core genome sequence belongs to the individual but can be rented out. Genome pioneer Craig Venter’s latest start-up, Human Longevity, is hugely ambitious and aims to offer genomic analysis, personalized vaccines and cell therapies, as well as supporting predictive and personalized care including cancer analysis, integrated health analysis, new-born screening and the identification of rare and undiagnosed diseases and, for a fee of $25,000 per person, wants to customize treatments for each patient’s DNA.\textsuperscript{105} Given these types of ventures it is little surprise that bioinformatics scientists and genetic counsellors are two of the fast-growing new professions.

Again, however, a word of caution, some in the US workshops felt that individualized medicine, while a bold ambition, is not going to occur universally any time soon.\textsuperscript{106} The challenges are simply too intractable. Although some of the key ingredients are starting to align, it will take more than ten years to establish the business models that drive it, the interoperability that enables it and the insights and evidence upon which to make true impact assessments.

**MICROBIOMES**

Despite this there is growing support for other new technologies as, equipped with understanding of individual genetic dispositions and new intervention technologies, we can start to proactively edit genes.
and, for instance, undertake minimally invasive surgery thus reducing the need for major surgery in later years. Indeed, such is the enthusiasm for this, some, both in London and Mumbai, suggested that we should go beyond talking about just genetic profiling and look at the microbiomes – the genomes of our bacteria. This may well give us better, richer information about disease risk.

In Singapore it was suggested that the growth in high-resolution bio-tracking through ingestibles has led to increased innovation opportunities for smart toilets and faecal analysis. This was already highlighted as a major future opportunity area in our 2015 London ‘Future of Health’ event. Companies such as iCarbonX in China and Japanese toilet manufacturer Toto are leaders in this area. Several platforms already analyse your urine, take your blood pressure, and send the statistics to your doctor.

**PERSONAL DATA STORES**

Another potentially pivotal development here is the role of new personal data stores. Companies such as digi.me (see case study) are seeking to give control of health data ‘back to the individual’ and are gaining traction. US regulation now requires healthcare providers to create citizen-facing APIs while in Europe GDPR is enshrining in law greater rights for individuals to access, interrogate and correct their own data. As more patients gain ‘control’ of more of their health and wellness information, then they can share it, as well as other relevant personal social data, with trusted organisations. These, in turn, use this more personal information to provide more personalised health services.
PATIENT COMMUNITIES

Core to all of this is the premise that greater shared knowledge and more peer-to-peer interaction can influence behaviour change. There is certainly evidence to support the benefits of connecting local patients (maybe digitally) who share similar symptoms. In general patients prefer to talk to others in their local community or within already known groups, so, as was highlighted in London, we should “focus on sharing experiences within existing communities – not just in creating new ones – connecting neighbours and fellow employees who have the same conditions and so pooling people with similar characteristics with private social networks.” However, it is not a given that deeper understanding and even community support will drive behaviour change in everyone. After all, despite years of informed advice many of us still smoke - including doctors!

As more wearables and other self-managed options for data creation evolve, more lifestyle data will be linked to AI systems that will, in turn, support personalized medicine. In Singapore, a conversation was very much AI focused: “By 2030 we see that there will be a blend of AI and human support creating the hybrid integrated healthcare system with the patient at the centre.” Chat-bot consultations, especially with pregnant women, are perhaps the most prominent example of this today but this is only just the start. Most significantly, as new tech is developed, we will have to ensure that humans become comfortable with its use so that it can be more easily deployed.

**Benefits for the Patient**

The tailoring of healthcare more to the individual, driven by more personal information is at the core of the future patient data ambition. If access, integration and analysis can be successfully aligned then few doubt the impact that more tailored and more focused health support can have. There may well be a few false starts, but if greater personalisation can be delivered for the many and not just the few, then the short and long-term impacts for individuals should be significant.
Data marketplaces

Core to considering how patient data will be accessed in the future, is its wider exchange. A key issue will be what is considered to be public commons vs. what is available for commercial use. To manage this, personal and clinical data will be represented in health data marketplaces that seek to create financial value and enable better care. Given the value of health data in some key sectors, the marketplaces will undoubtedly expand but ensuring how the patient can still benefit will be a challenge.

Along with more connected, interoperable and shared health data comes an opportunity for data marketplaces. The ability to aggregate, access and hence analyse vast amounts of patient data is a core ambition for many and achieving this through centralised systems that draw together multiple information sources is also a common wish. But there are huge costs involved and challenges around quality control. A suggested solution is to establish data marketplaces which can determine value and enable exchange. The broad view is that as “data is a currency, it has a value and a price, so it requires a marketplace.”

EVERYTHING CONNECTED

The commonly cited view is that by 2020 the IoT will be made up of over 50bn connected devices and maybe up to 1 trillion sensors. Some see that much of this growth may well come from medical sensors that generate, track and share our health
information. Indeed, the volume of health data is predicted to triple by 2020. This means that it will soon be possible to access previously inaccessible details which may have the potential to change how healthcare can be delivered. But managing this wealth of information is complicated, not least because the data needs to be cleaned and organised before it can be made available for interrogation and exchange. Also, the ordering and sharing of this will cost. How this can be achieved effectively has been the subject of much debate.

MARKETPLACES

The idea of a data marketplace is not new. Banks use data marketplace for credit-referencing: Experian is probably one of the most recognised players here. Other examples include such applications as performance analytics on mobile-operator network coverage and real-time aircraft flight information. What is new is the potential creation of multi-party data marketplaces focused specifically on healthcare which operate in a similar fashion to those in other sectors. There is much appetite for this approach and much discussion. Indeed, it was chosen as an area for deeper focus in seven of our workshops; Boston, Brussels, Dubai, Frankfurt, Johannesburg, London and Singapore. In Boston, the concept was articulated as “a way to capture the inherent value of patient data and more easily allocate it and share it among the players, rather than just letting it accrue to those collecting it today.” Some felt they offer “an important step in building relationships with patients (raising awareness of the value of their data could help) and in helping patients change their behaviour.” All agreed that there are some pivotal decisions that must be addressed when establishing such marketplaces include governance models and whether, for instance, they are independent platforms or limited ownership hybrids. Answering these questions and working out how to manage patient data exchange is an area that many organisations are currently exploring.

McKinsey sees that data marketplaces are “platforms that connect providers and consumers of data sets and data streams, ensuring high quality, consistency, and security. The data suppliers authorize the marketplace to license their information on their behalf, following defined terms and conditions. Consumers can play a dual role by providing data back to the marketplace.” Here, key enablers include; the building of an ecosystem, opening up new monetization opportunities, enabling crowdsourcing, supporting interoperability, creating a central point of ‘discoverability’ and achieving consistent data quality. Data marketplaces differ from data warehouses in that they allow for cataloguing and curating. Although most traditionally begin within a single company or organisation, it is when they start to connect across a wider ecosystem that they prove to be an effective platform for information sharing and analysis – and hence create value.

HEALTH DATA MARKETPLACES

Some patient data is already being traded - but as yet largely only on a bilateral company-to-company basis. Indeed, many would argue that ‘private’ data marketplaces have been around in the healthcare sector for a while – particularly within or serving the pharmaceutical and insurances industries. IQVIA, for example, is one of the more well-known organisations that have been built on the ability to acquire, analyse and then sell health data - especially around clinical development trials. Their success and that of others led several experts to comment that “perhaps health data is a gold-mine?” Certainly, it has “very high potential value” and if used responsibly could drive significant change, maybe even paying for basic healthcare.

Going forward it was widely agreed that “ecosystems for trading data are already emerging and personal and clinical data will be represented in these new healthcare data marketplaces.” Many suggest that the process will become more open and transparent as more organisations seek to combine multiple patient data sets. Ensuring trust in the system is vital to its survival so there was concern that due consideration should be given to the fundamental principles behind the establishment of a marketplace.
and much debate about what these should be. Everyone also agreed that different business models still need to be explored to establish “how a data marketplace can pay for itself” and “what is the sustainable model for data trading?” A number of existing open data platforms were discussed – including the Genome project and the UK biobank. All agreed that this is work in progress, “there will be business models that will be trustworthy, but we haven’t seen them yet.”

While there is a cadre of established companies which are active in the development of healthcare data marketplaces including TCS, IBM and Alphabet (via Verily and DeepMind), it is also an area of high start-up activity with many seeking to integrate AI and block-chain.113,114,115,116 In addition a number of organisations are taking different approaches to data ownership, for example:

- **HealthVerity** provides a marketplace for data providers and data buyers.117 This has “linkable HIPAA-compliant, de-identified healthcare data on more than 300m individuals in the U.S. from more than 30 national healthcare data suppliers.” That means the marketplace includes data from medical claims, prescription claims, lab results, electronic medical records and other data sources.118 Its founders advocate the potential for researchers to undertake deeper exploration of data that could, for example, provide a better understanding of disease progression and a drug’s impact through the course of a disease.

- **CoverUs** sees that “your health care data should be your private property, and if anyone is making money from that data, it should be you” and is focused on rebalancing the ‘billions of dollars’ that private companies make by selling individuals medical data.119 The system provides users with a digital wallet that is accessible from their smartphone. This can then be populated by data from their electronic health record, wearable devices and other health trackers which can then be shared, and indeed monetized, by the individual, whether it’s with their healthcare provider, medical researchers or other sources.120 The offering rests upon a proprietary cryptocurrency which is earned by sharing data.

**PERSONAL VS. ANONYMOUS DATA**

Most agree that these and increasingly sophisticated data marketplaces will be a key feature of the future of healthcare and that many will be driven by more and better-quality patient data. As this evolves, so too will the need for a clear demarcation between personal data and anonymous data. At the moment, most of the data being exchanged is aggregated or anonymized, but there were questions around whether this will always be the case. Consent is the key issue here. Lessons may well be taken from, for instance, CODE - the European collaboration on oncology data121 which proposes there needs to be deeper consideration of what is meant by meaningful consent in the digital economy so that citizens understand how their personal data could be used; and where they can decide what happens to it.122 Not everyone agreed that this is an area of significant public concern pointing out that “people say they are worried about data but they will sell it for less than a penny.”

In South Africa several consider that “there ought to be publicly managed global health data exchanges that ensure that high quality information is made available for all key parties.” Given the sensitivity of the topic effective regulation is clearly important. In Singapore the argument was that broader public awareness is key to ensuring that the maximum benefits of data marketplaces are realised - “If the data value extraction can be democratised then this will open the door to information sharing at an extraordinary scale.” There was also much discussion about how this can be achieved; one view in Canada was that “people like rewards – using air miles as an incentive for healthy living is working.” Others took a more holistic approach pointing out that “in the healthcare market, trust, consent and governance are the first challenges to address ahead of building the marketplace and the products that can operate within it.”123
In the Brussels event, legal expertise considered that “there should be a clear demarcation of what is the commons space vs. the commercial space” and that “if health data is to be exchanged in a marketplace, regulatory frameworks should be developed that determine how we build / incentivise reward systems for investment, trading and stewardship.” Moreover “there has to be clear governance and comprehensive guidance on both accountability and quality of data as well as views on who will use the data and what they will actually pay for.”

In London, there were fundamental questions around what marketplaces are used for and whether they act as mechanisms for social good or are a way of monetizing human failure. These included:

- How can you define what is to be used and not used?
- How do you define a marketplace – is it a co-operative?
- Who will define what the commons space is vs. the commercial space?

And before we forget the practicalities when all these challenges are sorted out, many agree that “someone still has to manage the process so that the all-important data to be ‘cleaned’ and that someone will have to be paid for their efforts.” In some discussions it was apparent that not all consider that data marketplaces will be a good thing. In South Africa, the position was
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**Benefits for the Patient**

Patient data is already being traded, albeit at an aggregated and anonymised level, but this is not widely recognised. As awareness grows and there is greater focus on more personalised information, a common question is the extent to which individuals will be involved in managing their personal data and whether they will be able to benefit from it financially. There are issues around privacy and trust, but maybe well-designed models with a greater focus on the social and health / wellness benefits, as well as the financial side, could develop. Given the rising value of health and financial data, marketplaces will undoubtedly expand but ensuring that the patient gains advantage will be pivotal.

However, in Frankfurt, the final assessment was that new marketplaces will emerge based on business models that offer greater incentives for success and penalties for failure. By 2025 we will have clearer views about which data we should use for what purpose. As patients become more supportive, driven by disruptors such as Apple, Facebook, and Amazon, they will be prepared to buy and sell their data, so it is important to understand what they will be willing to share. That said, some consider that there will have to be a paradigm shift in behaviours and that data markets will only work if patients understand the process: “We have to make data marketplaces simple.”

To achieve this, there needs to be more research around health and prevention and greater health literacy; payment needs to be based on outcomes and pharmaceutical companies will have to be more research driven. Furthermore, the transparency that will be required from data marketplaces will drive greater awareness around efficacy so it may well be that in future, alongside treating disease, doctors will be reimbursed for training people to remain healthy.

"Healthcare data should not be monetised. It should be seen as a public good and used to benefit all. Specifically, it should not be in the hands of a few private companies, nor should it be a source of profit. Others see a parallel with the different opt-in vs opt-out approaches used around the world with organ donation – putting the choice of benefit in the hands of the patient."

In contrast, some key players feel that healthcare data should be monetised, driven by rising value of data and the need to achieve financial incentives for success and penalties for failure. By 2025 we will have clearer views about which data we should use for what purpose.
The impact of AI

*Initial advances from machine learning and pattern recognition will be significant in enabling more efficient diagnosis and better prediction. As deep learning and self-learning then develop, the ability to deal with unstructured data delivers major improvements in diagnosis and treatment and AI is embedded into many clinical decisions. Moreover, with voice and facial recognition increasingly analysing users’ behaviour patterns, AI is also applied to identify stress and anxiety.*

Today we can see growing activity across the AI arena – barely a day goes by without a new report or media feature on how AI will take over and replace our jobs or else deliver massive improvements in efficiency across multiple sectors. From energy management and traffic flows to education and healthcare, investment in new AI propositions is growing rapidly.

The potential impact of AI on healthcare is considered to be enormous – and most believe that much of this revolves around the improved analysis of patient data. An initial perspective that “as more people use AI health advice, the more data is collected and therefore the more accurate diagnosis can be” was widely supported. However, it was often pointed out that the impact of AI will be far greater than just this. “We are just at the very early stages” was the common view.
INITIAL GROWTH OF AI

AI is already making primary care more effective and efficient. This potential has been frequently reported by the likes of IBM Watson\textsuperscript{126} and Google Deep Mind\textsuperscript{127,128,129}. Another player Babylon Health\textsuperscript{130,131,132} has recently struck a deal with Chinese internet giant Tencent to provide an automated symptom-checker and paid-for video consultations to WeChat’s almost 1bn users. At the same time in India Tricog\textsuperscript{133} is improving the time, cost and efficiency of cardiac diagnosis,\textsuperscript{134} highlighting immunotherapy cancer links\textsuperscript{135} and identifying rare diseases in children lacking key enzymes. Elsewhere artificial intelligence (AI) is being trained by a unit of Alphabet, to identify cancerous tissues and retinal damage. Other notable AI healthcare companies include CloudMedx, iCarbonX, Deep Genomics, Lunit and Zephyr Health,\textsuperscript{136} and, in an adjacent space of meditation, the latest version of Headspace.\textsuperscript{137} As patients’ data is collected from smartphones and “wearables”, they will teach AIs to do much more. Future AIs will, for instance, provide automated medical diagnosis from a description of your symptoms, spot behavioural traits that suggest you are at particular risk of a specific condition and even work out if you are suffering from depression.

In Oslo, the observation was that “AI adoption will be led by primary care support with a particular focus on specialist conditions.” In Dubai, the perspective was that we are “very much in the learning phase” but that within 10 years the impact can be significant. In Brussels, although concern was expressed about how ‘clean’ the data needs to be for it to have impact in the short term, it was suggested that, while initial focus is on improving diagnosis, “over time we will quickly move to using AI for treatment.”

PATTERN RECOGNITION

Until now many of the developments in the news have been niche applications. For instance, while Deep Mind (see case study) has been in the headlines with its pioneering work in machine learning, as yet most of its healthcare activity with the NHS in the UK has focused on leveraging more mature pattern recognition via the Streams technology in a few specific areas. These include acute kidney injury with the Royal Free and age-related macular degeneration in partnership with Moorfields Eye Hospital. However, as it and other organisations gain access to more medical data, the potential from pattern recognition alone is seen to be massive. “At the moment, the focus is on imaging and radiology because that is well structured information and good for pattern detection.” In these first steps the dependency on restricting usage to high quality, clean data sets has both pros and cons. On the positive side it is allowing swift and successful proof of capability, but, on the other hand, the range of patient data currently available for analysis is, in some eyes, relatively narrow.

“AI is already having impact where we have structured data available – and so can improve efficiency.”\textsuperscript{138} For example, DeepMind has crunched data from thousands of retinal scans to train an AI algorithm to detect signs of eye disease more quickly and efficiently than human specialists. However, if it is going to have wider effect, then either AI will have to become adept at dealing with unstructured data or new ways must be found to clean data before it can be fed into the system. Achieving this will rely on a combination of regulatory standards and new business models around reimbursement that make the effort worthwhile. Key will be the role in helping with the integration of multiple sources of information. “If we get it right there could be a different ‘geometry of connection’ based on human relationships.”\textsuperscript{139}

Recognising that so far this is largely about machines doing what humans can do, but faster and with increasing accuracy, the overall consensus was that in the short-term machine learning and pattern recognition will support doctors – and certainly not replace them: “Doctors diagnose accurately 74% of the time.”\textsuperscript{140} An agreed view was that “AI is already here – we are using algorithms already and learning from them. AI is improving research effectiveness, increasing the efficiency of clinical care and enhancing education.” AI and doctors are increasingly working together.
**ARTIFICIAL GENERAL INTELLIGENCE**

Although we are still in the early days, the possible future change that can be achieved with the use of AI with patient data is universally seen as being substantial. Within the wealth of potential AI opportunities being explored, in Boston it was suggested that it is important to recognize that:

- AI can be applied across a broad spectrum of healthcare provision including R&D, care delivery, patient engagement and behavioural modification, population health, admin and material resource planning.\(^{141}\)

- Moreover, assumptions are being made on the "key characteristics of future AI in healthcare will be that it is ambient, global, open-sourced, patient-focused and include humans in the loop."

Several experts in London and the US pointed out that while some are talking about the ambition for AI as Artificial General Intelligence (where a machine that could successfully perform any intellectual task that a human being can), others are looking way beyond that target. One side-remark in Boston was that "my ideal view of this is Scarlet Johansen in the movie HER – is that the ultimate AI experience?" ‘She’ is intuitive, sensitive and playful.

In a positive scenario from London, the perspective was that in the next decade "AI increasingly automates routines that currently occupy up to 80% of the GP’s time. In doing so it enhances human interactions, drives development of regulation, thereby reducing revisits and rewiring decision making." Doctors can then focus on more of the ‘human’ activities so “AI will lead to a change in the relationship between providers and patients.” Others suggested that “we will move from isolated pilots to established solutions for single diseases and then on to holistic approaches. Over time algorithms will build trust and lead to much greater efficiencies in diagnosis and the management of disease progression.”\(^{142}\)

**AI IN CHINA**

It was often highlighted - and especially in Singapore, Dubai and India - that although much of the media attention is on US and UK based enterprises, we should be paying closer attention to what is underway in China. Recent analysis by the Economist (see chart on the next page) highlights this and argues that China may well beat America at AI.\(^ {143}\) Over the past decade, while the number of AI based patent applications in the US has risen by 25%, albeit coming from a lower base those from Chinese companies has doubled. Moreover, as of the end of 2016, with 7,000 organisations in operation, China had the world’s second largest portfolio of AI companies. With 730m Internet users, some see China as the “Saudi Arabia of data” providing massive amounts of rich information for new algorithms to experiment with. Within healthcare, as it seeks to build a full ‘digital life ecosystem’ iCarbonX (see case study) is just one of the Chinese companies getting significant investment support and is one of the fastest growing in the sector.
DEEP, SELF AND REINFORCED LEARNING

As we shift from pattern recognition and machine learning to deep-learning, self-learning and reinforced learning, the view in Singapore, was that, "by 2030, AI will be embedded in much clinical decision support providing greater precision and personalization for patients and higher productivity for clinicians - all reinforced by more automated work flows." For the consumer, new apps will become more clinically focused which will facilitate medical decision making. For hospitals (and healthcare providers), med-tech will incorporate more AI into equipment for detection and prediction. It was also suggested that as we shift to reinforced learning - where AI agents learn by trial and error from their own actions and experiences and so take actions to maximise some notion of cumulative reward - then we can really be more efficient in the data we use. "The next stage of AI will require less not more data. As we move to self-learning, machines will not have to sift through lots of information and the amount of data needed to be processed will decrease – machines will know exactly what to look for and focus on that key data." Then, as AI develops ‘soft-skills’ "we can spend less time collecting data and more time connecting the dots and conceptually thinking about the problems."

In the US one view was that AI will have particular impact both at a national population level (resource optimization, machine vision, model development etc.), but also at an individual level. "Nationally the initial focus will include data brokerage and government domains but will then move onto example applications such as micro insurance where pricing, incentivisation and guarantees will all occur at an individual level." There will be a growing need for regulation that, as with all new technologies, will have to strike a balance between helping to accelerate innovation but at the
same time manage its ethical implementation and implication. Getting this right will open the door to many more personal applications that will aid the patient and the healthcare professional. In the first instance these are likely to be around “the provision of routine applications however the continued growth in mass-personalization will most likely drive outcomes based on patient preferences rather than physician preferences.”

**AI AND MENTAL HEALTH**

Looking forward, several also commented on the implications of greater integration of Alexa, Siri and similar voice activated platforms. As these services develop, we may unlock the ability to sense and analyse individual behaviour patterns and consequently deliver a wider range of AI-driven support. One specific example that gained traction across the discussions is the use of emerging technologies in diagnosing anxiety and supporting mental health. In many of our conversations the view was that “mental health is a growing issue that has not been getting the right level of attention in patient data discussions.” This may be changing as it was also observed that “facial recognition software already has the capacity to recognise stress and anxiety and, alongside other digital diagnostic tools - such as voice pattern analysis, it will be increasingly used to identify and monitor mental health problems.” Many believed that this might herald a step change in the way mental health could be diagnosed and treated. Facebook (see case study), for example is seeking to make a contribution to the mental health arena using AI analytics of Instagram feeds to diagnose depression. Although there are obvious benefits to this, in Dubai questions were raised around the negative implications if more detailed information about patients’ mental health became available, “if the information is available to them, will employers refuse to recruit people who may be prone to depression?”

In some circumstances AI and chat-bots give those who are uncomfortable talking to others the confidence to communicate more openly because they have a perceived anonymity. This has proved to be successful in Singapore, where “mental health is not as openly discussed as it ought to be”. Initial papers detailing evidence of the potential of chat-bots for mental health care have started to explore this and the role of technology in ‘emotional chatting.’ Elsewhere chat-bots are being used to help with depression. Also in Singapore chat-bots are an increasingly popular source of information and advice for pregnant women who, in a deeply conservative culture, often find it difficult to be open and honest with human doctors. Technology such as this is not only felt to be less judgmental, but it is convenient too; there is no need to make appointments and the conversation can take place from patient’s homes at their time of choosing rather than in a surgery which some may find too public. In Mumbai comments reinforced the view that AI can support diagnosis of mental health and also socially unacceptable diseases such as tuberculosis where “people often lie about whether there is TB in their household.”
Although AI can release humans from mundane tasks and enable them to work on more exciting and value-added tasks it is not without risk and indeed most would argue it comes with its own set of responsibilities. Indeed, it was clear through our conversations, that human evil, incompetence and poor design remain a big threat for the foreseeable future. There are concerns that although AI technology alone may not reveal any inherent biases, it may unleash all manner of biases that reflect those of the humans who design the systems. Given this there is a growing sense that AI should be used not just for the right predictions, but also to make predictions for the right reasons. While AI is on a par with humans in aspects such as reading radiology images, the same neural network algorithms have potential for discriminatory profiling based on facial recognition and other decisions that have implications for society – potentially showing racial or ageist bias for example. “What if algorithms present different treatment decisions about patients depending on their age, sex, race or even insurance status or ability to pay?” Given this, some argue regulators should step up and ensure that tech companies and manufacturers be held liable for the misuse of their AI-enabled products in the same way that pharmaceutical firms are responsible for the harmful side-effects of their drugs. This needs to be taken seriously as retro-fitting effective principles will be like shutting Pandora’s box. However, a recent Financial Times article pointed out that there are estimated to be just 100 researchers in the western world grappling with the ethics of AI in healthcare. That seems far too few, given the scale of the challenge.

Of course, having the data and the AI capability doesn’t guarantee improved quality or reduced costs in health care. Intervention models and care plans also need to be in place. Some argue that in an era of high-volume and high-velocity, real-time data, these limitations will slow the adoption. Given the ethical challenges perhaps this would not be entirely a bad thing. And yet, across multiple areas of healthcare, it is evident that the enthusiasm for AI to make a major contribution is growing apace. There are tangible results from its early use and as the technology and societal acceptance evolves, it seems that the future potential in indeed discernible.

Benefits for the Patient

Discussion of the impact of AI is pervasive and the potential for change is substantial. If patients are willing to both engage with new systems and also provide more of their personal data for analysis, the capability for earlier diagnosis and hence treatment is increasingly palpable. While trust is a pivotal issue, the possibility of faster, more effective healthcare support may also be on the horizon.
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DeepMind has partnerships with four large hospital groups to which it provides its best-known healthcare product - an app called Streams. This is designed to decrease the incidence of acute kidney injury before it occurs by alerting clinicians to the warning signs that indicate a patient is a candidate for such an injury. The app itself doesn’t yet contain any deep learning AI at present but it is likely elements will make their way into the products in future. With other NHS partnerships DeepMind has been testing whether its products can analyse medical scans more quickly than doctors.

If the pilots prove successful, DeepMind can provide the software as a means of cutting down doctors’

CASE STUDY:

Founded in 2010 in London and acquired by Google for £400m four years later, Deep Mind has been one of the most visible of the world’s AI companies – largely through its success in building machine learning algorithms that can beat the best in the world at Go. Its rather bold ambition is to “solve intelligence, (and) use it to make the world a better place.” DeepMind, together with Amazon, Google, Facebook, IBM, and Microsoft, is a founding member of Partnership on AI, an organisation devoted to the society-AI interface. While DeepMind is not exclusively a healthcare company, its products with the clearest path to commercialisation are focused here. As such, led by co-founder Mustafa Suleyman, the DeepMind Health business is one of its most public activities as the company seeks to bring its leading expertise to bear on the health sector and its choice to initially do this with the UK’s NHS which offers a single, standardised market. It is collaborating with the UK’s National Health Service on delivering better care for conditions that affect millions of people worldwide.
busy work, so they can get on with seeing and treating patients.\textsuperscript{151} Although facing a legal push-back from the way the data from 1.6m patients was shared by the Royal Free NHS Trust in 2015 during the co-development of Streams,\textsuperscript{152} it is now rolling out further collaborations including with the Taunton and Somerset NHS Foundation Trust, where it uses pattern recognition to “alert doctors and nurses to a potential deterioration in their patients’ vital signs that could indicate a serious problem.” The app is available at the bedside to alert doctors and nurses to any patients needing immediate assessment and help them rapidly determine whether the patient has other serious conditions such as acute kidney injury.\textsuperscript{153} Results are impressive with nurses triaging patients in less than 30 seconds compared to the norm of up to four hours. “This is really based on the patient, so that what we’ve got in there is data about the patient and about what’s happening to the patient while they’re here with us as an in-patient that can help us identify when there are potential problems.” It is a fully integrated EPR with DeepMind acting as the data processor and delivering that EPR via a mobile application. In other collaborations, DeepMind, Moorfields Hospital and two London universities are trying to see if AI software can learn to read OCT retina pictures, head and neck images and mammography scans as well as or better than doctors.\textsuperscript{154}

Initially, DeepMind is not making money from its NHS collaboration. “Only when we can prove that we have improved outcomes will we be paid accordingly within IT supplier market rates. We’re not driven by a desire to maximize profit, but rather to create a mutually sustainable business model.”\textsuperscript{155} As such, DeepMind is ‘years away’ from major healthcare revenues. In 2016 it reported a loss of £94m. However, with its pioneering research in deep learning, all its health data, strong partnerships with the NHS and deep pockets of Alphabet, few doubt that DeepMind will be one of the companies changing the way people experience health care.
Within the fast-growing Chinese AI community that is part of the country’s ambition to be a global leader by 2030, there is one healthcare company that is already standing out on the global stage. While many other of the high-profile Chinese start-ups are focused on facial recognition and driverless cars, one of the leaders is very much seeking to change healthcare.

Only founded in 2015, iCarbonX (ICX) has quickly become one of the fastest growing AI companies in the sector. Having already received over $600m in funding and now officially a ‘unicorn’ it tops many charts\(^{156}\) and is making strong headway in its ambition to build a ‘digital life ecosystem’ combining biological, psychological and behavioural data, provide individualized health analysis, predict users’ future health and so make recommendations on everything from diet to exercise. The company uses the analogy of providing a roadmap “that shows us where we are in terms of our health, with clear place markers for risks and opportunities. A guide based on the experience of those on the road ahead that gives signals about which paths lead to health, or to disease. A compass that points where to step first. All in a GPS that makes it easier to move toward our personal health goals, every day.”\(^{157}\)
ICX wants to capture more intelligence about your body than has ever before been possible. Starting with your DNA profile and adding fit-bit style activity and key health information plus frequent blood tests, heart data and your medical history, the goal is “continuous monitoring of your health and suggestions of adjustments you might make in your diet and behaviour before you slip from being healthy into the early stages of an illness.” Integrating data from a broadening range of sources including partners such as Patientslikeme, Sema4 and HealthTell is an AI system that undertakes the core analysis. Founded by Jun Wang, former professor at the University of Copenhagen and founder of the Beijing Genomics Institute, ICX recognises that this is ‘ridiculously complicated’. However, in blending Chinese AI expertise with global health data sources the ambition is to quickly move from working with populations in the tens of millions required to get meaningful insights towards far greater population sets. Starting in China with plenty of people and less stringent privacy laws than some regions, patient data is already being gained from a growing range of feeds including faecal analysis and continuous heart monitoring. Aiming at a target $200 for an AI-generated personal full profile, ICX sees that it can make a major contribution to preventative activities and bringing down the cost of health care globally.
However, it is not just in targeting patients that Facebook is becoming more active in healthcare. Another big future bet is on making a positive impact on mental health. Although frequently criticised for detrimental effects, especially on heavy users, the company is using AI to monitor its customers’ online behaviour for patterns which indicate depression, and to reach out in an effort to prevent suicide. For example, photos on Instagram can signal depression, depending on the colours they contain, the times at which they are posted and whether they show faces. 2017 Harvard research has showed that Instagram can help diagnose depression better than your GP. Machine learning tools successfully identified markers of depression from participant Instagram photos, using colour analysis, metadata components, and algorithmic face detection with “resulting models outperformed general practitioners’ average unassisted diagnostic success rate for depression.” Facebook is now expected to incorporate the analysis within its platform to provide new avenues for early screening and detection of mental illness. As social networks come under increasing pressure on trust and truth, how effectively this is managed is being watched by many across healthcare.

Facebook is already widely used by clinical trial recruiters. This is a growing revenue stream for the company with some forecasting a health-sector spend of $3.1 billion on digital advertising by 2020. There are millions of health groups on Facebook where people with a variety of health conditions discuss their symptoms. But, so far, many marketers have not been using that data in their outreach. This is now changing as the company formalises patient groups so that, despite recent public revelations about personal information misuse, pharmaceutical companies become more confident in data integrity. This is intended to drive a change in the platform’s cut of a growing direct to consumer ad spend in a sector where the digital share is currently only 3%.
New models

While we will see some change from within, expect big tech, led especially by Amazon, to further disrupt health care. This will shift reimbursement mechanisms and drive shared risk across payers and providers. Equally significant change is emerging from China and India where the creation of identity related platforms is driving innovation at scale. At the same time, some anticipate that the reinvention of healthcare business models will come from more unexpected places.

Personalisation, data marketplaces and the application of AI are among some of the digital disruptions already impacting the provision of healthcare. A growing array of large and nimble organisations are variously seeking changes to delivery models, identifying different ways of working, reinventing HCP training and reinvigorating local, out-of-hospital care. But, many recognise that, in a way, this is just scratching the surface and believe the sector needs more fundamental change. The expectation is that this will come from disruptive new business models – either from big tech companies with access to a wealth of additional personal wellness and proxy data or from the governments looking to manage the huge population centres in the new economies of China and India.

THE NEED FOR CHANGE

Given the rising costs and population shifts, the calls for new, improved healthcare models are many and
varied. But delivering the required change is no easy task. There are multiple reasons for this. Encouraging it from within is a constant battle in many organisations and systems, particularly ones which have evolved gradually or grown steadily over many years. Often the best-laid plans get bogged down in the sheer complexity of multiple legacy information systems - despite the vast sums that may have been spent on IT. Add in the challenge of encouraging lasting behaviour change and it is understandable that a sustained transition within any large entity can take years to define, test, pilot and embed. On top of this, changing culture takes much longer to adapt than installing new technology. In one 2016 UK Digital Health discussion\textsuperscript{165} it was stated that “clinicians and health professionals are often naturally conservative and change averse – it is often viewed as a threat to roles and responsibilities.” In South Africa it was suggested that one reason for this locally is the comparative age of GPs; many are over 50 and a good number are set in their ways – so hence they tend to push-back against digitisation. But they are also concerned that too much technology will remove them from being able to take proper care of their patients’ emotional needs, “healthcare providers are hesitant to use new technology and many GPs see the PC screen as a barrier between them and their patients.”

Whether they like it or not, established healthcare systems will however have to be ever more alert to change because, attracted by the rising levels of spend, more and more tech firms and new start-ups are lining up to get involved and maybe even take control. Whether they will, in the end, be successful is up for debate – they have tried and failed before.\textsuperscript{166} Google started its Google Health health-records initiative in 2008, but shut it down by 2011, citing poor adoption. Microsoft’s HealthVault has made similar efforts with likewise low take-up.

Perhaps the timing was wrong? Many now see that now that the widespread global availability of smartphones, with their ability to give patients access to their data whenever they want and wherever they are, has opened the door to new opportunities. Major disruptions may be coming our way. As already highlighted, new data sets that contain information about human health are hugely valuable. The more data the tech firms can handle, the more they will learn about human health, and the better the services they can offer will become.\textsuperscript{167}

**CHANGE FROM WITHIN**

But don’t give up on the existing players just yet. Numerous experts we talked to still believe that significant change is emerging from within the current healthcare systems - be that from governments and the systems directly or via companies in key sectors, such as pharmaceuticals and insurance. In Brussels, it was proposed that the ability of government(s) to drive collaboration across traditional silos and link health and wealth could be transformational for Western systems. Many have pointed to Singapore as leading in this area. The need, they argued, is for governments to rethink and “support wellbeing as an investment rather than a cost.” While Western models are on most radars, there was also an alternative view which pointed to India and China as being likely centres for future data-driven healthcare innovation.

**INDIAN EFFICIENCY**

In Mumbai we heard that “innovation happens when there are gaps and there are lots of gaps in India - so lots of opportunity.” Moreover, India is the only market in the world with huge price diversity – a place where you can pay $1,000 or $50,000 for the same complex procedure. Here the potential for change is tangible and we are already seeing action.\textsuperscript{168} While previous successes of Aravind\textsuperscript{169} and Narayana\textsuperscript{170} in reinventing cataract and cardiac surgery for high-quality / low-cost treatment are well documented, the major future shift is very much expected to be a consequence of the way almost the entire population is now connected onto a single digital platform. In both Sydney and Singapore, as well as in Mumbai, the impact of Aadhaar\textsuperscript{171} linking healthcare data to identity\textsuperscript{172} was seen as highly significant. “With over 1bn people using Aadhaar there is volume advantage in terms of available
While there are several other nations making significant progress at integrating and sharing data (e.g. Iceland, Singapore and Sweden), they are operating with a maximum population of just a few million. What is happening in India, with over a billion people, will not only have huge local impact but also has the potential to set new standards globally. Although a number of concerns need to be addressed such as ensuring informed consent of those who are illiterate; managing the strict privacy regulation; and understanding the consequence of the threatened data inversion legislation (the forced repatriation of data to India), the sheer scale of what is underway in India in terms of the harmonised data sets of so many people on one platform is enormous. Many are now watching what is going on with great interest. With the high-level support of the Modi government and associated initiatives such as Digital India and Start-up India all gaining traction, confidence is clearly building. India is creating a new model for its own healthcare system that may well leap-frog many other nations. One suggestion in Mumbai was that, as it is already so intertwined into the global health care procedures from years of BPO activity, then, as India innovates, so its’ advances will quickly become integrated into other systems.

CHINESE MOMENTUM

But it is not just India that could deliver wider change. Also well-worth tracking are healthcare developments in China, where some suggest that major advances in technology that are now being applied to healthcare may well have global reach. Certainly, momentum is building fast and China is making great progress in many core areas – from the adoption of robotics within surgery to the application of AI to diagnosis. Although initial emphasis for many Chinese healthcare companies is on the huge domestic market, many see that the ‘Made in China for China’ focus will soon shift to be global. Just as has occurred in telecoms with Huawei, other Chinese firms such as Tencent, Baidu and Alibaba are arguably now also ‘shaping the global future of tech.’ Whether or not coming from the ‘pure-play’ healthcare-focused firms like iCarbonX or new health apps on broader platforms such as WeChat and Alipay, the scale of the impact on healthcare that could emerge from China is significant, particularly given a fundamentally different outlook inherent to its current healthcare model. In our Toronto discussion, it was, for example, pointed out that China has a completely different attitude to the doctor/patient relationship as “the patient determines the efficacy of his or her treatment and so whether or not to pay the doctor. Maybe this approach could be adopted in the West?” New models in Chinese healthcare built around a different philosophy coupled with better and large data sets are emerging from multiple directions and are rapidly being applied to hundreds of millions of patients - delivering quick proof of new concepts at scale. Coupled with already huge and fast-rising domestic venture investments, several in our workshops feel that much of healthcare in the second half of 21st century could have a distinct Chinese flavour.

NEW PHARMA MODELS

In terms of specific sectors within healthcare, there was almost universal consensus that, alongside elements of insurance, the pharmaceutical industry is ripe for disruption as a result of the growth in patient data. In London, the view was that many are already exploring how to break funding silos, while in Singapore it was suggested that “pharmaceutical firms should only be reimbursed if their drugs work – and can prove that the targeted benefits can be delivered.” Assuming the growing demands for higher quality healthcare continue, that patients are increasingly data-aware and that all parties agree that change is needed, the UK discussions also suggested that the better use of patient data would increase the potential for multiple future shifts. These include:

- Using data focused on outcomes to change reimbursement models and drive shared risk,
- Policy and process changes with payers and providers increasingly in alignment,
• Leveraging data to bridge the silos between social care, medical devices, hospitals and chronic care,

• Integrating data to get the whole customer view as well as shared interests,

• Bringing society along as a partner for change with individuals willing to provide their data to support it,

• Developing ‘consumer products that care’ rather than care products for consumers, and

• Data cooperatives driving the buyers of data – that are willing to pay and understand the value of data.

In Frankfurt, many pointed out that the patient will probably become the co-producer of care in the future and that many changes in healthcare are likely to be patient-driven rather than solely powered by the corporates. A focus on, and support for, more personalised and preventative healthcare “will also add pressure on the current “artificially high-level pricing of drugs.” Indeed, it may herald the end of the blockbuster era for pharmaceuticals. “Progress with cancer care and type 1 diabetes may well set new precedents for a world in which improved availability of data will drive new revenue streams.”

BIG TECH MOVES

Alongside the multiple shifts from within healthcare systems, many of the big tech organisations are also making some major moves in healthcare. Learning from their past mistakes, many believe that as patients are now more used to sharing information on the cloud, this time around they will be more prepared to trust and share their sensitive health records.

Although many of the big tech companies are highly secretive about their ‘special projects’, it’s an open secret that they are all busy hiring talent and buying or backing external health-care start-ups. With hundreds of PhDs recently moving from the public research centres within key universities into Alphabet, Amazon and Apple as well as Facebook and Microsoft, the signals are clear that healthcare-focused activities within the varied skunk works are escalating. The question is how fast they will move and with what intention. Current acquisitions and announcements already suggest major movements.

Several shifts are visible – “look for example at Health Records embedded in the next version of Apple’s Health App and the launch of (Alphabet’s) Cityblock Health” was one suggestion. Apple is indeed embedding the next generation of sensors within all its products to capture and analyse more personal health data; Flatiron Health (see case study) is building its capacity to turn health data into insights transforming EHR data into analysable, actionable information; Microsoft started a health-care division in Cambridge, England in September 2017 which will devise medical algorithms of its own; and Alphabet spin-out Verily (see case study) wants to be the R&D partner for the world’s leading life sciences companies. It is looking to become “the OS for healthcare.” These are all in play. Other options being speculated upon include Google, Amazon or Apple moving into the EHR space by purchasing one of the major existing EHR vendors.

In many of our discussions, the future focus for healthcare innovation is still very much seen to be around the US big tech firms where “the sheer scale, wealth and reach are a major driver of future change.” This is particularly true of the ones with nearly global reach as part of their existing services. In Sydney, it was felt that “by 2030, a growing number of non-traditional entrants will have enabled a more specialised consumer-centric care system.” It won’t be easy to generate a change in behaviour, but, assuming the aim is profit creation, most likely from data markets, then, alongside the need to generate higher levels of consumer acceptance, the Australian view was that there may also be a few political and regulatory hurdles to negotiate. Moreover, if we get it right, there will be a greater focus on preventative healthcare with the doctor increasingly ‘riding side-car.’
AMAZON HEALTH

Across the vast majority of our events, time and time again the biggest source of disruption for the future of healthcare was seen to be coming from one organisation – Amazon (see case study) and its secretive lab 1492: “Amazon has made the biggest strides so far.” It has already initiated significant change in how drugs are sold and is making shopping for healthcare easier for both customers and medical professionals. It is bringing the efficiencies proven elsewhere into the healthcare supply chain. Several see that Amazon could, for instance, soon build or, more likely, acquire a health insurance platform.

In addition, for more patient data focused services, although some see that Alphabet and Apple’s current investments may have greater visible impact in the short term, the often-repeated opinion in our discussions was that “Amazon will own all your data in the end.” In San Francisco, one assessment was that “even though coming from outside the sector, Amazon could be the catalyst that creates a ‘single’ more unified (US) system.” Many others agreed with this. “I have invested in 18 new healthcare ventures – 17 of them use AWS.” While that does not imply that Amazon has access to the data, the fact that it is already sitting on its servers then, should permission be granted then integration and interrogation can easily follow on. Although recent announcements around the use of employee data have been assessed as Amazon’s next move in healthcare, this was considered to be “just the beginning.”

Another suggestion was that “EPIC had its time but failed to take advantage of the opportunity,” so “Amazon will take the lead and may run the whole marketplace.” This “may well be the monetization platform for health data in the US (and beyond). It has the capability, the reach and the intent.” The view, again in San Francisco, was unequivocal – “Just look at the signs. It is happening: It is the same as Einstein in Salesforce - one organisation will be able to integrate all the data and in healthcare that company will be Amazon.” Some also asked whether “we may all see the end of our social security number as how our identity is managed changes.”

There seems to be a belief in the impact of Amazon, not just because of its wealth and reach, but also because of its proven approach to business model innovation. As mentioned in the accompanying case study, it has consistently demonstrated the capability to deliver highly efficient reinventions of existing systems and to do that with world-leading levels of customer service and satisfaction.

Benefits for the Patient

The common core ambitions for many of the new models that are evolving are two-fold: Maximising system efficiency and vastly improving customer satisfaction. Whether from outside or inside healthcare, from India, China, Europe or the US, these innovations should improve patients’ lives. Greater convenience, lower costs, faster service, better engagement, smoother processes and enhanced personal health are all central.
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CASE STUDY:

Verily

Officially launched in 2015, Verily is a subsidiary of Alphabet focused on life sciences and healthcare. A spin-out of the Google X lab, the company’s mission is “to make the world’s health data useful so that people enjoy longer and healthier lives.” Verily develops tools and devices to collect, organize and activate health data, and creates interventions to prevent and manage disease.180

It is creating tools and platforms to enable more continuous health data collection for timely decision-making, running longitudinal studies to better understand ways to predict and prevent disease onset and undertaking significant joint efforts with partners to ‘radically transform’ the way healthcare is delivered.

Indeed, most projects are in partnership with established major healthcare companies where Verily can bring its advanced hardware, software and scientific data skills to bear – collaborating is fundamental to the approach as the company applies its expertise, learns and, in doing so, builds up access to a wealth of health data. It wants to be the R&D partner for the world’s leading life sciences companies.181

Key areas of focus to date include developing sensors, such as miniaturized continuous glucose monitors for people with diabetes, analysis of physiological and environmental data linked to clinical studies, improving surgical robotics, developing machine-learning driven retinal imaging solutions; and developing tools to better analyse and report performance data across healthcare systems.182
Presently, Verily makes around $1bn of revenue from research grants and development fees from its collaborators. Assumptions about future plans include the idea that it will sell access to its healthcare platform, disease data and software to the broader health sector. Others see that Verily could become the OS for all healthcare devices. In January 2018, Dr Jessica Mega, Verily’s Chief Medical Officer, suggested that it is “Google Maps for health.” Clearly there are many options ahead, but as one of the Alphabet’s major ‘Other Bets’ expectations of future impact are high.
Some already see the ability to apply many of its existing capabilities to the sector. For example:

- **Comprehensive customer records** - providing ‘complete longitudinal information and intelligent analytics at every point of care’ that integrates all patient data - health, clinical and personal.

- **Personalized content and user experience** - having intelligible information and recommendations based on a full view of a patient’s health history, condition and provider interactions with feedback / advice.

- **Price transparency and choice** – giving the world’s first ‘comprehensive view of cost options for treatments or medications’ supported with intelligent assistance in choosing between them.

- **Quality reviews** - a ‘single source for trustworthy quality ratings of hospitals, physicians and other health care providers’ that sets new standards and validates its accuracy.

Other organisations are focused on achieving one of these, but as some argue, Amazon already does them all to an exemplary standard and just needs to apply them to healthcare. In addition, it does this with one of the highest rated customer satisfaction globally – many times better than the norm for healthcare. As with many of its previous new platforms, many see the recently announced partnership between Amazon, Berkshire Hathaway and J.P. Morgan as the opportunity to experiment internally on 1.2m employees and get this all working very well before expanding to the wider population.
Beyond this, others have suggested the potential in applying Amazon Prime and Amazon Flex quality and reliability of delivery to healthcare products, using the Whole Foods footprint as a base for health services like those provided by CVS MinuteClinic, integrating the passive data capture seen in Amazon Go stores to hospitals to improve efficiency, and using its considerable data analytics capabilities to integrate patient records. Others expect another go at disrupting the pharmacy sector, a potential $50bn Amazon opportunity in the US alone.

However, looking further, additional opportunities include integrating Alexa insights on individual behaviours from within the home into personalised health data profiles, as well as applying analytics to much of the millions of terabytes of health-related data already on the Amazon cloud service, AWS, that some see as potentially accounting for 50% of Amazon’s future revenues. Add on more AI innovations and new technology emerging from the 3000 plus R&D experts in the company’s lab and the potential is significant and growing.

Like other potential disruptors, Amazon clearly sees the 17% of US GDP spent on healthcare as a highly attractive opportunity to provide new platforms that can improve efficiency and reduce cost. Unlike many others, it has most of the ingredients to hand, plus deep pockets to fund necessary add-on acquisitions and buy talent, deepening relationships with the 64% of US households that have Amazon Prime and over 300m existing customers worldwide. Expect a steady stream of revelations of new means of making more of health data over the next few years - and the corresponding drop in incumbent companies shares with each announcement.
Emerging issues

Lastly, across our discussions we can see several issues that are fast emerging on to the radar. While not yet equally visible, nor having the same significance, in every location, there are nevertheless topics over which there is increasingly hot debate. They are issues where there is yet to be clear consensus on the challenge and some may have very different political and commercial implications in the future. They are however also topics that could have manifest impact on how the future of patient data actually plays out, how and where greatest benefit can be achieved and who may gain the most. These are matters about which many organisations well need to both understand the core drivers and develop a firm point of view on so that, as we move forward, collaboration can occur between the key parties – those who can deliver the ambitions around a more patient centric approach to healthcare and its intrinsic use of data.
These four areas are:

**Data Sovereignty** – More nations seek to restrict the sharing of health data beyond their borders. This is driven by concerns around national security, the desire to protect commercial interest and the different cultural attitudes to privacy. Consequently, there is a corresponding push-back against some global ambitions with India and China potentially gaining the upper hand.

**Digital Inequality** – As advances roll out, there is growing concern around those who are not included in the “system”. Several hope that, with more and better data, health inequality can be reduced but others see a widening divide between those with access to technology and those without. Adapting to change is a real challenge for healthcare workers and patients alike. To help drive progress, many want outcome-based measures to be standardised, but many regulators are behind the curve. How countries deal with these is as much political and commercial as it is technological.

**Privatisation of Health Information** - The privatisation of medical knowledge and the increased use of new “secret software” challenges the potential for healthcare data to be more open source or, at least, shared within an agreed governance system.

**The Value of Health Data** – It is clear that patient data can be used to drive both social and economic benefit. As public understanding grows so will consensus about its worth. As this shift happens, those who can best grasp its multiple roles in, and value to, society, and render these things comprehensible to others, will likely have the more powerful voice.

Each are explored in the following pages.
Data sovereignty

More nations seek to restrict the sharing of health data beyond their borders. This is driven by concerns around national security, the desire to protect commercial interest and the different cultural attitudes to privacy. Consequently, there is a corresponding push-back against some global ambitions with India and China potentially gaining the upper hand..

Data sovereignty refers to the fact that data in a cloud service provider may well be subject to the jurisdiction of more than one country. This has specific implications for the health sector. As more organisations seek to integrate multiple patient data sources from around the world, accommodating local and regional rules is a growing concern. In parallel, as more data moves to the cloud, traditional geopolitical boundaries are being challenged and questions are increasingly being raised about where exactly it is being stored, and under what jurisdictions it lies.

From a health research perspective many believe that access to global databases could have the potential to transform real-world evidence in medicine and healthcare. For example, terabytes of unstructured data from many different, real-world data sources ranging from EMRs, genetic profiles, phenotypic data and mHealth devices could be explored in order to find unexpected patterns and identify possible new solutions. Genetic data in particular can provide deeper insights into the nature and size of the sub-population groups who could be served by new treatments. Many new healthcare innovators, from Alphabet and Amazon to DigiMe and iCarbonX, are keen to exploit this
global data opportunity. By definition they all assume they will operate in multiple markets. However, this is not a given. As one expert noted “the internationalisation of data is not guaranteed.” To be effective in the future organisations should be cognisant of, and sensitive to, the sovereign requirements of other countries. In a world of rising nationalism and increasing scepticism about the benefits of globalisation, much of which is negatively associated with companies based on the west coast of the US, this is no easy task.

Although open to the benefits of big data sharing in healthcare, many experts are also cautious about its implications and agree that in many regions “we will increasingly have to consider the issue of data sovereignty.” Certainly, several governments are deploying a variety of discourses, policies and practices in order to constrain what many wish to be global to the local level. More nation states are claiming sovereignty over both the technological architecture that enables transnational information flows, and the communications themselves. Academic literature and public policy refer to these claims of “supreme authority” over ICT and its content respectively as technological sovereignty and information sovereignty. These can often overlap since the differences between them are not clear-cut.194

In its 2018 Tech Trends report, Deloitte highlights data sovereignty as a key issue for the future and suggest why different regions are taking alternative views.195 “In Northern Europe historical context related to civil liberties, privacy, and nation-state data collection may make the topic of data sovereignty particularly sensitive and highly politicized. Across the Americas, Europe, and Asia Pacific, active discussions are under way between the government and private sectors to shape regulation. In all corners of the world - including South Africa, Italy, Brazil, and China - public providers are racing to build ‘national’ clouds in advance of evolving privacy laws. Region-specific timeframes and barriers reflect these considerations, indicating either the expected window for investments and policies to mature or a cautious buffer due to the complexities involved.”

Data sovereignty is generally allied to the principle that data stored in a country is subject to its laws and regulations. In Europe an additional layer of protection is added because the private data of citizens falls under the sovereignty of the EU as well as that of sovereignty of their individual nations. With its wide mandate, the European GDPR legislation, covering all EU data irrespective of location, is also setting a new benchmark for non-EU jurisdictions. This is particularly the case for several US based companies as, in the main, much European personal data is currently processed by US service providers such as Cisco, Google, Facebook and Microsoft. Some data sovereignty regulations, for instance Russia’s 2015 On Personal Data (OPD) law, go even further and not only specify who has power over data but also mandates that any data pertaining to a country’s citizens must physically reside in that country.

Throughout our conversations it became clear that geography and national identity are becoming of increasing significance when considering the sharing of data. In some areas, such as Singapore, the primary issue was around security and how to protect its citizens if personal data was housed outside the state. Indeed, Singapore offered perhaps our most extreme view in favour of maximising data sovereignty by arguing the case for limiting data sharing on the basis of national security: “Our existing laws restrict the sharing of personal data (including health data) beyond the national boundary” plus there is a potential risk that “future warfare may use health data” and as “no-one has yet worked out the extent to which patient data can compromise government security” so it cannot be shared.

By contrast, in South Africa data sovereignty was more a concern around “the risk of commercial exploitation.” Here, the government has restricted the sharing of blood samples with US based
companies for genetic profiling. The worry is that ‘cheap’ African data can be used as a valuable reference set that can then be exploited commercially. It was suggested that one reason for this may well be due to the US laws around privacy and genetic regulation. In Sydney, as a follow-on comment, it was observed “US privacy legislation only protects US residents’ data and not that from other countries’ citizens.”

Elsewhere the argument for greater data sovereignty falls between these extremes but it is perhaps in India where the most significant actions are now having impact. There, the planned legislation around the use of personal data (best summarised in the India Stack[196] proposal - the ambitious and controversial project of creating a unified software platform to bring India’s population into the digital age) sees the significant repatriation of Indian citizens’ data taking effect in the next few years. This is similar to the Russian OPD legislation and current practice in China. If this goes ahead as expected, India may well also restrict personal data sharing to within its national boundaries, where it can then be managed and, as best suits, monetised by Indian, and not foreign, companies. The same principles will apply to financial and health data. In Europe questions around sovereignty are intrinsically tied up with the those around privacy. In the US, however, experts were more confident that this could be addressed and therefore supportive of the benefits of openly sharing health data globally.

Concern was specifically expressed in the UK which has the world’s largest publicly funded health service and, as such, one of the most comprehensive health datasets. Its patient records are, maybe, uniquely suited for driving the development of powerful algorithms and, so, several felt they should be protected from commercial exploitation. “What you don’t want is somebody using NHS data as a learning set for the next generation of algorithms and then moving the algorithm to San Francisco and selling it, so all the profits come back to another jurisdiction.” To go some way to addressing this, NHS Digital has begun to provide guidance on how
care providers can best choose offshore public cloud services to store patient data.”[197]

Some have also argued for a more equal geographic distribution of the value extracted from data. Currently, most big data refineries are based in America, or are controlled by US firms, and it is through them that a significant amount of innovation takes place. As the data economy progresses in other markets this may not continue. Europe has, for instance, proposed a digital tax. Others disagree. Some in our San Francisco discussion suggested that the fact that patients will increasingly own their own data is a major driver against greater data sovereignty. “They, and not federal government can choose what happens to their data.” One view was “this sounds a bit Big Brother and could limit cross country sharing and movement of data.” Moreover “it seems as though other countries are using data sovereignty as an excuse for not making progress” and “we have bigger issues to address.” In addition, “worrying about this is like moving the deckchairs on the Titanic – legislation is 5 years behind what is already happening.” The feeling was that while other countries may be concerned about data sovereignty, “in the US we are moving ahead and are more focused on making better use of our healthcare information.”

Given the strong and varied views on this pivotal topic, it is clear that the ambitions for international companies to act as conduits for multinational, or even global, shifts towards more patient control may well need to be modified within more localised priorities. As trust between nations becomes increasingly challenged and fears of cyber-attacks are on the rise, perhaps it is unsurprising that data sovereignty has become a priority for some. Should the protectionist approach become more widely adopted it may well give highly populated countries such as India and China an advantage when it comes to medical research. Both countries have populations of over 1.2 billion, increasingly connected people. Access to their data will provide a wealth of information and understanding. Those in smaller markets may find it hard to challenge.
Future of Patient Data
Insights from Multiple Expert Discussions Around the World
Digital inequality

As advances roll out, there is growing concern around those who are not included in the “system”. Several hope that, with more and better data, health inequality can be reduced but others see a widening divide between those with access to technology and those without. Adapting to change is a real challenge for healthcare workers and patients alike. To help drive progress, many want outcome-based measures to be standardised, but many regulators are behind the curve. How countries deal with these is as much political and commercial as it is technological.

While greater use of more and better patient data is the global ambition for everyone, there are several issues which may well constrain adoption and impact. Although the ideal is that the better and more efficient use of patient data will benefit everyone, some indications suggest, in the next decade at least, its impact may well only benefit the few. Across all of our discussions, there were three key areas of concern – access, skills and standards.

ACCESS INEQUALITY

Globally, there is great hope that a more digital approach to healthcare will both increase efficiency and increase access. Given that nearly 70% of the global population still does not yet receive decent healthcare, there is a strong belief that data-driven technology has the potential to transform the situation. The question is how much? Telemedicine is already having significant impact and seeding...
wider change. Across Africa and Asia, the addition of more intelligent systems is expected to further improve remote access. At the same time, while the focus is often on developing economies, there may be just as many challenges in improving access in the ‘developed’ world.

The risk of a widening healthcare divide was highlighted as a major concern was in several locations. Take South Africa for example. It has one of most advanced private healthcare systems on the continent and yet many believe that the public health service is unfit for purpose with a doctor-patient ratio of 0.8 per 1,000, lower than Brazil, Russia, India and China. In Johannesburg the view was that “ineffective government support and inadequate investment in the public sector means that the majority will remain without access to health data that is only available through private healthcare systems.” Priority investment by the private sector and poor management from government result in some feeling that that access to new technologies and services for the masses may well be 5 to 10 years behind the leaders. Elsewhere, others added that for many “economic and social challenges are leading to more inequality of outcomes.” Participants in Dubai also recognised the challenge of extending healthcare reach beyond the private sector seeing that “we have lots of new technology solutions which are designed to improve patient care, but many are in their infancy. They are not reaching those who most need them, and the cost of supply is a major issue.”

Another view was that many developing countries have less data silos than in Europe and the US and so, as with mobile payments a decade ago, they have the opportunity to leap-frog legacy systems. The rising penetration of smartphones is having particular impact as shown in the graph below. Several see that developing countries will “go mobile first and challenge existing models.” Clearly issues around literacy and numeracy add an additional layer of complexity but in India there was great optimism that healthcare is on the cusp of change. Again, much hope is being placed on India’s centralised data system, Aadhaar. In London, it was proposed that “Africa can teach the West a lot about health care” as mobile data access in key groups (e.g. refugees, migrants etc.) has been shown to deliver significant benefit: “Mobile platforms will increase accessibility.”

Richer economies also have challenges. An important early US-focused insight was that “while many health apps are used by the healthy and the worried well, reaching the 5% of patients that incur 50% of healthcare costs remains a major challenge: Comorbidity will continue to drive the greatest spend.” In Sydney, it was suggested that there is no lack of data on the 5% with comorbidity who suffer from multiple conditions today. The question going forward is whether more information will enable us to take better care of them or indeed enable patients to take more care of themselves? If the answer is no, should we consider a different approach? As highlighted in the map below, there are many countries where there are a large number of adults with three of more chronic conditions which drive compound impact – both on the ability to treat and the costs of doing so. While the US has over a third of its adult population in this category, across many OECD nations the average is 1 in 5. As a response to this, in Brussels it was suggested that “maybe we need to change the narrative around digital health and provide more incentives to use technology at key points” – with the ambition of “better managing (and preventing) the transition from healthy to ill.”

**DRUG PRICING**

Several experts see that more transparent data across healthcare could have a major impact on pricing and therefore access to important drugs. If we can all see the price of drugs in different markets, will the advent of ‘international prescriptions’ make purchasing easier – and what role will technology companies like Amazon (again) play here? What happens when there is total transparency of cost to the patient and they can choose to buy from anywhere?
Moreover, given that over-prescription, especially of antibiotics, is such a problem today, if healthcare is rewarded more on outcomes, as is the case in some instances in China, will doctors and providers including pharma be paid when their treatment works but not when it does not? “If only 40% of cancer drugs work – why charge if they don’t bring benefit? How can this be arbitrated? Will greater transparency of impact (and so reimbursement) change GP prescription behaviours?”

**AGEING**

A specific focus in Boston was on how to give more support to the ageing population and enhance care in the home. There is a “growing ‘isolation epidemic’ of people living on their own with no social infrastructure and little understanding of technology.” Maybe “over the next decade this will change with the wide-scale adoption of more monitoring, more in-home sensing and a broader range of technology enabled human support. As a result, the care-giver will be able to better understand the healthcare needs of a patient before they even walk into the room.” Greater understanding of an individual’s health and lifestyle gleaned through regular monitoring and data collection at home will provide context and richness that in theory should allow more focused treatment. In addition, “there will be greater transparency of needs, a rise in care coordination and navigation and more care delivered in the home than in medical sites.” Key enablers here include “information integration between community and medical providers, a rise in co-living and co-habitation, better resource reallocation and more risk-sharing.”

No one expects technology to deliver the solution to what is the cultural problem around how richer societies in particular treat the old. That said, many felt at least it could in some way assist by relieving some of the difficulties of isolated living.

**Older Adults With Three Or More Chronic Conditions**

Source: 2017 Commonwealth Fund International Health Policy Survey of Older Adults
LITERACY AND UNDERSTANDING

However, underpinning much of the potential benefits of increased use of data in the delivery of healthcare are other concerns about the level of public understanding of health issues and how best to communicate in order to influence positive behaviour. For example, some in our workshops wondered how literate you need to be to understand how to manage your health? In Oslo, the question was raised as to whether “the typical citizen understands the concept of probability”, while in San Francisco it was highlighted that the average US citizen has a reading level of grade 5 or 6. Indeed, over 20% of Americans are ‘not able to locate information in text’ or ‘integrate easily identifiable pieces of information’ and only 7 in 10 read books. A core request therefore is how best to communicate with patients and how much information should be shared so that they can reasonably be expected to make choices. Some wondered what should be filtered. Everyone agreed that if patients are going to be given more access to their own health data, we still need to work out who is going to explain what it actually means.

DIGITAL SKILLS

The ability to understand and communicate the meaning of large amounts of data is just one of the skills needed in the future provision of healthcare. As our discussions revealed there are several emerging areas of concern. Many expect the way doctors and other healthcare professionals care for their patients will change over the next decade. There will be “job transformation in every aspect of healthcare. In the future, there will be fewer higher paid clinicians per capita but maybe more nurse practitioners. There will be clearer standards for care and better training programs for care givers.” As more information is made available to augment individual knowledge, some propose that doctors will become more focused on the softer skills, caring for the psychological effects of illness rather than the disease itself. Others consider that healthcare will become even more business focused – one hospital manager highlighted that “we are increasingly recruiting business analysts rather than tech expertise as the skills we need are in joining together issues and looking at workflows.”

This could all significantly impact the amount and type of training required. Diagnostics for example is a major area for tech innovation especially in countries such as India where there’s just one doctor for every 1,700 people. In specialist care, that gets even more compounded. Cloud based analytics is one way around the problem and companies like Tricog (INSERT TRICOG CASE STUDY) are making a real difference in this area. The company uses advances in computer science, communication, algorithms, and the cloud to amplify the work of specialists. In the US neurosurgeons are already talking about halving the time to qualify by focusing earlier on key specialisms. “How many fully trained (over trained?) HCPs do we actually need? If we can work that out, then we can significant lower the cost of health care” was an opinion in Dubai. “In Ethiopia healthcare officers can undertake surgery after only 4 years of training.” As appendicitis is such a leading cause of death in some parts of Africa, having someone able to perform just an appendix operation (and nothing else) could have considerable impact. So, does more personalized medicine mean more specialized doctors? In India, Narayana Healthcare surgeons perform hundreds of cardiac surgery operations each week (compared to tens in many facilities in the West) and so they can specialize within cardiac surgery to a greater degree – focusing on performing multiple identical operations.

From the discussions around AI, the short-term view is very much about augmentation and clinical decision support but, in the longer-term, jobs may well be replaced. This may be very dependent on geography: In South Africa, where there is a huge scarcity of trained doctors, the view was that “AI would not replace the GP rather it will support them.” In San Francisco it was pointed out that “AI will have a role to play in helping to overcome physical burnout of clinicians – and much of this burnout is currently coming from excessive documentation.” In Boston, one point was there will be an ongoing shortage of care-givers so can AI help to upskill them?
Long-term there is concern about what happens when machines are more effective than humans in fields such as radiology, pathology, pharmacy and even oncology. In Frankfurt, it was suggested that “there is a risk that doctors will become too dependent on AI and will lose necessary skills to act without the robot – an unlearning of basic physician’s skills.” There was also expectation around the potential of AI to “augment the process of hiring and training people, as it will create a supportive ‘infrastructure’ providing on-demand, on-time training and support.

Despite this optimism, many expressed concerns about how medical education is falling behind medical technology. In Oslo, it was pointed out that students are still being trained to hand-write prescriptions (or recipes) even though the system has gone digital – so there is already a disconnect. In addition, it was felt by some that “doctors are not being asked to be part of IT projects – they are not invited and are also too busy keeping up with the day-to-day to be able to spare much bandwidth” as such, in some key areas a digital skills gap is building up. In Brussels, a view was that “digital literacy is an ongoing problem and currently the curriculum does not accommodate data understanding.” This skills gap may well delay the adoption of new approaches. As such, as was agreed in several locations, “re-skilling and up-skilling may become a priority focus for many systems.” Healthcare professionals need to have a willingness to “learn, unlearn and relearn”. Ultimately most agreed that the problem is short term, “the next generation will be more technically literate”.

In Boston, significant change is expected as the US caregiver to senior ratio seeks to change from 1:7 (now) to 1:3 over next 20 years. There will be new innovation opportunities and business models. Similarly, “the US crisis may be eased when job roles are separated out more cleanly so that CNAs (Certified Nursing Assistants) are supplemented by lower skill substitutes.” Here ‘social prescribing’ is also expected to become more prevalent, with medical providers being able to prescribe and then deliver non-medical interventions. However, maybe, as shown by the ‘community coach’ model, the most valuable role for care workers will be how to deliver behaviour change.
AGREED STANDARDS

As one means to help bridge the gaps, many highlight the role of digital standards. There is universal agreement that effective multi-sector and ideally multi-national (if not global) standards are a key requirement for the changes taking place around the use of patient data to have lasting impact. Public concerns around the unregulated use of data are growing and, unless controlled successfully, fears concerning how personal data is gathered, stored used and shared will become more pointed. Within this, the two primary areas of focus have been the need for standard measures and the importance of informed consent.

Improved, shared standards to measure health outcomes are believed to be a fundamental need in all locations. In part, this is driven by the predicted shift from payment for intervention (e.g. pills and the ‘Rx based revenue model’ for pharmaceutical firms) to payment-on-results: “The healthcare market is evolving from a utilization marketplace to an impact marketplace.” Funders, providers, insurers, regulators and data platforms all agree that as momentum grows so does the need for standardisation of health outcomes. “We will have to work out a new normal.” Agreeing both what this should be as well as some broader digital standards, is, however, not easy. There are major commercial implications that may impact future business models.

The rapid adoption of new technologies has meant that current regulation is fragmented so needs to be consolidated and, as far as possible, future-proofed. Many agree on the requirement for a convening body to show leadership either on a regional basis (e.g. the EC) or from a global perspective (e.g. WHO). However, there are fundamental differences between European and US regulation on issues such as privacy, data protection and citizen’s data rights. Most consider that regulators, almost across the board, have reached a bit of a stalemate. To address this, one suggestion was to encourage self-regulation using different industry bodies to gain consensus and then seek alignment across the sector. Singapore is already taking action but, while the models that are being adopted are proactive and ambitious, many felt it was unlikely that they will be accepted as a global standard.

Some advocate a cross-sector body which includes wellness in addition to sick care in its remit. Others fear that too much regulation early on could inhibit innovation – after all, look what happened to driverless cars. It will be slow work. In a 2016 UK discussion, it was acknowledged that “legislators and funders of healthcare tend to be risk averse, there is a regulatory desire for certainty with a continuous concern about unintended consequences of change.” In South Africa, the Protection of Personal Information (POPI or POPIA) regulations were highlighted. “Anyone who processes health information has been invited to comment on whether the regulator should prescribe rules and what those rules should be.” In Germany, the view was that “we need networks, vocabulary and common standards to make sharing possible: We need open standards.” Toronto added the requirement for “greater evidence-based guidelines tied to clear outcomes.”

INFORMED CONSENT

Given the complex data flows, clearly articulating what is meant by informed consent is also challenging – so some see that an alternative is needed: An accountability governance model incorporating ethics and respectful data use is considered by some as a compelling substitute or complement. In Mumbai, the view was that “if we make the end-user the custodian of data, there may be a trip wire in place.” But a key question is the extent to which poorly-educated, or extremely ill people, will really be able to understand what they are being asked to permit? The India Stack proposals include at their heart a consent layer “which allows data to move freely and securely to democratize the market for data.” Concerns were raised that, with over 1.2bn Indians coming into this framework, there will be a significant number who may not be aware what they are giving consent to.
This topic was also explored in depth in Sydney. “The current consent system does not work given the growing predominance of technology. The existing regulation is not fit for purpose.” In addition, “in Australia the current privacy act and state legislation is very fragmented.” Moreover “there is little consumer understanding of consent – particularly around the use of secondary data and the difference between opt-in an opt-out.” Looking ahead it was proposed that “new regulation will be influenced by others including the EU’s GDPR highly granular approach versus the US which is more hands-off.” The view was that the EU approach and its wider global influence could well prevail in most countries (beyond the US, India and China).

While some put faith in the ability of new privacy-enhancing technologies to address some of the core requirements, and so move ahead of regulation, by and large, the need for more proactive regulation around patient data is a common request and so one that should be central to many future strategies. In the US, “to provide better services while dealing with the challenges of privacy and cross border differences in regulation and operating models” is seen as no easy task.
CASE STUDY:

“We believe health happens locally, so we put individuals and their communities at the centre of what we do.”

One of the most recent Alphabet spin-outs, Citiblock Health is focused on the poorest city dwellers – initially with a US remit. It is building a personalized health system concentrated on local communities and is seeking to more effectively provide health services to those on Medicaid or Medicare who have either fallen through the gaps in the system or are ‘frequent travellers’ to hospital which, on average, cost $10,000 per stay.

Aiming to send its own health-care professionals into people’s homes and so avoid the need for early hospital admission, its core capability is the potential to mine data to identify and direct where care is most needed. Linking together caregivers and clinicians with social services all within the day-to-day life of the city block, the core aim is to address medical, behavioural and socio-economic factors in an integrated manner and shift the care balance to prevention and community support.

Launched in 2018 in Brooklyn, to support its model of developing personalized plans with which clinical teams can better engage with patients, it is building ‘Commons’ – a digital care management platform that collects structured data on medical, behavioural and social needs. Mixing a broad set of real-world data with the latest in predictive analytics technology, Cityblock Health is taking a bold approach to improving impact in one of the world’s most complex health systems “improving the health of urban communities, one block at a time.”

Adopting shared-profit partnerships with payers and hospital systems, by redirecting spending towards prevention at the local, neighbourhood level, Cityblock’s primary focus is on the 20% of Americans at the bottom of healthcare access and especially those that have complex and costly health needs.
Coronary heart disease is increasingly prevalent in India, having escalated from causing 26 percent of adult deaths in 2003 to 32 percent in 2013. In a nation where the doctor-to-patient ratio is one of the worst in the world with just 0.2 doctors per 1000 population (five times fewer than the US), delivering accurate diagnosis is therefore a major bonus. By adding a simple 3G communicator to a standard low-cost GE ECG machine, the company’s platform collects physiological data and ECGs from medical devices in the field and then uses a specialized AI engine to process the data in real time and give the cardiologist an initial diagnosis. The cardiologist reviews the diagnosis and recommends next steps to the GP or nurse in the field instantaneously using the associated mobile app. A few specialists in Bengaluru can diagnose over 20,000 patients per day and provide the fastest and most-real time ECG analysis globally. Tricog was the first start-up selected for GE’s Healthcare accelerator in 2016 and launched the same year. Coverage started locally in Karnataka and quickly expanded to Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Maharashtra, and Delhi. With product and the services offered on a pay-per-use model, so it also solves affordability issues for even small general practitioners, Tricog now provides access in 340 cities in 23 states, including in some of the most remote locations in India. It has changed the 80% chance that a heart attack will take a life to an 80% chance that the patient survives. One of several Indian start-ups significantly improving access and highlighting how in partnership with human expertise, AI can become a ‘force multiplier’ in bringing preventative health care to everyone, rather than just the affluent few.
The privatisation of health information

The privatisation of medical knowledge and the increased use of new ‘secret software’ challenges the potential for healthcare data to be more open source or, at least, shared within an agreed governance system.

Many believe that more ‘open’ sharing of patient data has the potential to transform healthcare. But few seem to consider that it is a realistic possibility – there are just too many political and commercial interests at stake. Despite this, the ability to give a wide range of different organisations access to health information is an important element in many new models. Inevitably much could be available from a range of sources. Public healthcare providers often share data. It is also gathered by pharma companies from years of clinical observations and trials; some is controlled by the patient or an agent representative - social media and the app economy makes up most of the rest.

In general, however, there is little commercial appetite to share and most data is consequently stuck in some sort of silo. It hasn’t helped that key regulations to set the standards for wider sharing have yet to be agreed. Despite the obvious benefits to society perhaps all this is unsurprising as, at a more mundane level, many established organisations are increasingly being threatened by newcomers from the world of technology. With deep pockets and huge ambition, they look set to challenge existing practices. In fact, they are already upping the ante by attracting significant numbers of experienced, data-savvy healthcare professionals - many of whom have cut their teeth in the public sector. Looking ahead, increased competition,
certainly in the short term, looks likely to limit the amount of data sharing still further. Despite the hopes, some important health information may be increasingly protected and ring-fenced.

THE TALENT GRAB

Looking first at expertise, we see a growing anxiety about the wholesale acquisition of talent by technology companies. This was specifically highlighted as an issue in Singapore. Allegedly (according to Linked-In analysis) over 2000 leaders in healthcare research have moved over to big tech in the last year or so to work on the varied associated 'special projects'. Whether recruited by Amazon, Alphabet, Apple, Facebook, Microsoft or others, the concern expressed was that "so much talent is being bought wholesale by big-tech that the implications for the wider healthcare systems are substantial. Hospitals and even pharmaceutical companies cannot compete." Even if, in the unlikely scenario, big-tech's moves into healthcare do not deliver on their ambitions, the downside for healthcare generally could be significant. Parallels have been drawn to the "wholesale recruitment by Uber of Carnegie-Mellon's autonomous vehicle expertise" in 2014 and 2015. Carnegie had spent 30 years and many millions of public research dollars building world-leading expertise – think of Mars Curiosity Rover navigating its way around a planet on average 200m km away from ground control. "Within one fell swoop Uber took the majority of this knowledge private and, even though paying super-high wages, in doing so arguably gained from decade of public research at a discount. The same may now be taking place in healthcare."

In a 2016 Nature article214 Eric Topol, author of ‘The Patient will see You Now’, voiced several concerns. Although recognising that “migration of clinical scientists into technology corporations that are focused on gathering, analysing and storing information is long overdue.” he and co-author, John Willbanks, also see a shortcoming. With large organisations like Google and smaller firms such as 23andMe owning the talent and also controlling the data as well as the methods to match this to the individual, there could be a “fundamental shift in biomedical research and health care.” The problem, they argue, is that if undisclosed algorithmic decision-making, traditionally used by the tech companies, starts to incorporate health data, the ability of black-box calculations to accentuate pre-existing biases in society could greatly increase. There is a huge downside to this for “if the citizens being profiled are not given their data and allowed to share the information with others, they will not know about incorrect or discriminatory health actions — much less be able to challenge them.” The recent shenanigans of companies like Cambridge Analytica have already shown the potential costs to individuals and society of the mis-management of data.

PRIVATE INFORMATION

Many we spoke to were also concerned about the harvesting of information – both indiscriminate and focused. Many have their hats in the ring. For example, Apple's ResearchKit allows anyone who want to use it to design data collecting apps and is consequently already gathering data from millions of people, while IBM Watson, and similar organisations, are sifting through petabytes of data and building up unique insights on the health of individuals. Moreover, 23andMe is now the holder of the world’s largest repository of genomic data and companies like ancestry.com entice the public to buy an analysis of their DNA on the cheap but the company gets to own a record of it too – that it can then monetise. Others have highlighted more “secret software” that may be in development: interrogating health information in similar ways to others like Cambridge Analytica have been doing with personal data. Palantir Technologies215 is just one of those now working on health data “revolutionising how your organisation manages, analyses, and shares data, irrespective of scale, format, or federation.”

Meantime pharmaceutical firms have been acquiring and retaining clinical data for many years. Although many of them see that they are now ‘losing’ their lead as new tech gains the upper hand in more personal and contextual information. Topol and Willbanks believe that “closer-data and closed-
algorithm business models will hamper scientific progress by blocking the discovery of diverse ways to examine and interpret health data.” Private capital and public good may be at odds: As of Dec 2017, Apple, Alphabet, Amazon and Microsoft alone had over $500bn of cash in the bank. Their ability to privatise health is considerable. As highlighted in one discussion, in 2016, “23andMe’s fundraising of $115m was, for example, equivalent to more than 70% of the entire US federal investment in the Precision Medicine Initiative.”

In other discussions several healthcare providers, hospitals and insurers reinforced that they “would not be willingly sharing patient data with competitors any time soon.” Even though big tech is seeking partnerships, many established payers and players are holding firm and seeking to protect unique information and insights. Indeed, some are becoming more protective and see building competitive advantage in keeping hold of healthcare information – further increasing privatisation in silos. Others see that this may be a red-line in the control of individual data. With GDPR in the EU and similar regulations elsewhere all coming into force, many see future friction between the public and private data and knowledge pools.

**OPEN AI**

In our Boston event there was a fervent debate about how this impacts the next generation of AI – especially in terms of what may or may not be open source. Some see that “there are uncertainties such as the privatisation of medical knowledge as more investment in genomics and AI mean that it is no longer open source.” Within this, some assumptions are being made on the “key characteristics of future AI in healthcare will be that it is ambient, global, open-source, patient-focused and include humans in the loop.” In the follow-on discussion, the challenges about whether or not AI knowledge will be open source and what the governance model for this should be was explored in more depth.

One standpoint was “AI has to inherit policy from communities of interest such as patient groups - people you can trust, and so open source is key.” An alternative perspective considered if the AI data had been developed privately – “why should it be made open? Several companies do not see how to shift AI to an open source model.” Within this some commented that “the (US) Health Information Exchange model is not working – maybe because it was constrained to just Google and Microsoft?”
and asked whether or not “HIPAA will continue to restrict data sharing between organisations and so limit the more open ideal here?” Many recognize the need for greater collaboration and data sharing (or even data philanthropy) but point out that HIPAA is currently preventing this. One key difference highlighted in an AI discussion in Boston was the approaches that have taken by Apple vs. Amazon. “Apple with its ‘we will not see your data’ (differential privacy) has had many benefits over Amazon which is listening and using your personal information. However, given there is a great incentive by AI teams to access and use more information, it may be that the Amazon approach wins out.” Apple’s recent switch of policy on health data access may however change this.

There is clearly a divergence of views. Some companies who have made significant investments over the years in developing machine learning, cognitive computing and now deep learning believe that the hardware and software advances are their intellectual property and a source of competitive advantage - and so should not be openly shared. Others have either been open source from the start or have joined new open collaborations. Open source AI tools include Caffe at UC Berkley and Google’s TensorFlow as well as Microsoft’s CTNK and DMTK.218 DeepMind regularly release open source environments, datasets and code to support and accelerate research in the wider AI community.219

One potentially significant collaboration here is the ‘Partnership on AI’ whose mission is ‘to benefit people and society’. Founded by Apple, Amazon, DeepMind, Facebook, Google, IBM and Microsoft, part of its remit is to formulate best practices on AI technologies, to advance the public’s understanding of AI, and to serve as an open platform for discussion and engagement about AI and its influences on people and society.220 Widely praised as a welcome cross-sector collaboration at the early stage of a new industry’s development, this may well emerge as a mechanism for more open sharing of health information. How far it will enable more data sharing is however challenged by some.

**HOSPITAL DATA**

One final notable view from Singapore was that, as global tech firms become more data-rich and influential in healthcare, “hospitals will themselves want to develop / gain their own algorithms to use with their own data (that is not shared with others).” This will then potentially enable them to be more accurate than the general AI systems developed by others. The high-quality, clinical data in hospitals will “give them the advantage allowing them to provide better assessment (and prediction).”

It appears as though the ownership and access to AI technology and specific algorithms may be influenced by just as many perspectives as the wider patient data arena.

As Topol noted221 “during the 1990s, IBM abandoned its proprietary web server software in favour of selling services based around open source software.” At around the same “open source Netscape prevented Microsoft gaining monopoly with Internet Explorer.” Will we see a replay in the world of health data? Maybe? Maybe not?
The value of health data

It is clear that patient data can be used to drive both social and economic benefit. As public understanding grows so will consensus about its worth. As this shift happens, those who can best grasp its multiple roles in, and value to, society, and render these things comprehensible to others, will likely have the more powerful voice.

Lastly, throughout our discussions, there has been an implicit view that patient data has value. As covered in the chapter on security and privacy, even at a mass level, hacked health data is worth more than financial data and can also be leveraged in more ways. The going price for a single record of financial information on a user that includes name, social security number, birth date, account information such as payment card number can range from $14 to $25 per record.222

With a reported street value of over $1000223 the average US EHR is certainly a focus for hackers and, as we have seen, a legitimate, holistic, personalised health data set at an individual level is already worth more than that to interested parties. It is little surprise therefore that targeting US healthcare providers data is the top priority for many cyber-criminals. Equally, as addressed in the previous section, given this, there are many organisations increasingly seeking to privatise as much of it as possible.

More practically keeping patients in hospital is expensive and if data can be used to reduce these costs then many organisations are keen to explore its benefits. Some of the discussions in Boston focused on the potential changes that could be considered. “It currently costs a hospital $2600 a day to provide a bed, and, in some cases, we are seeing hospitals pay care homes $500 a day to take
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patients out of hospitals. This is not the way the system is meant to work and shows why alternative reimbursement models must be explored.” But is the discussion of value all about the money?

WHY THE CONCERN?

Within the current landscape, the advent of ‘big’ has changed our relationship with data. In particular, the meteoric rise of the so-called ‘tech titans’ whose business models rely on the collection, creation and monetisation of huge data sets, has thrust data to the forefront of social and political discourses around the world. These companies, whose products are now woven into the very fabric of our existence, have shown us what data can do and how it can transform our lives, but perhaps unwittingly, they have also pushed a topic once the preserve of ‘nerds’ and ‘wonks’ into the mainstream. Global public debates around everything from growing inequalities, to political freedoms and human rights, and the very future of economic and social progress, all now involve heady proclamations about the use, abuse, power and possibility of big data.

With the arrival of mass collection of ‘personal’ data, data politics is inevitable. It is the movement of data collection and analysis, experiment and discovery from remote processes, to the most intimate and fundamental parts of everyone’s personal, social and economic lives, that has driven the idea of it into the heart of contemporary social and political conversation. Right now, debate about privacy is at the forefront of global discussion, but there are also those who are seeking to understand how new kinds of data might be used to address some of the biggest challenges in society.

No one doubts that patient data has economic value, the question is rather around how that value is exchanged and shared. But we should also consider the potential social value of health data, and how it might change the nature of the society’s in which we live. “Patient data has both commercial and competitive value – the principle of sharing this more freely is not going be an easy conversation to have.”

The optimists see that “new platforms will seek to help individuals not only manage their personal information but also extract the best value from it – whether that be social, economic or health related.”

In Dubai, one negative future scenario saw that “data mining and analysis will become expensive and data itself will become hard to access with less sharing than is really required for significant impact.” Moreover “in this world, only data that has monetary value will be of interest and hence supported.” So, therefore “we will focus on only the few, targeted conditions where impact can be made, or those for which the rich are willing to pay.”

If we are going to better manage the value of health data, then maybe we need a better shared understanding of what it actually is?

A CURRENCY?

To many of those we have talked to across multiple regions and topics “data is a currency, it has a value and a price, and requires a marketplace.” But others are not so confident in this definition? Data can certainly serve as a medium for exchange, as it does when a consumer, for example, shares their personal data in exchange for so-called ‘free’ services. It can also be used as a store of value, even in quite a literal (albeit unstable) sense when it comes to crypto-currencies. So yes, data is like currency. But describing data as currency really doesn’t tell us much. It just tells us that data has exchangeable value in certain contexts. In that sense, many things operate like currency. The economic value of health data might have risen in recent times, and more people might be aware of that value, but the same might also be said of quinoa. Describing data as currency simply edits out its myriad other features.

THE NEW OIL?

To others, there is another view that data is the new oil. As the Economist, for one, recently highlighted, “data is to this century what oil was to the last
one: a driver of growth and change. Flows of data have created new infrastructure, new businesses, new monopolies, new politics and – crucially – new economics.” Bloomberg and IDC have forecast the amount of data in the world to reach 45 Zettabytes by 2020 and 180 by 2025. The data majors of Apple, Amazon, Facebook, Google and Microsoft are now more valuable than the 20th century oil majors of Exxon, Shell, Chevron, Total and BP.

But again, is data like oil? Well, data is mined and refined, like oil. Vast hordes of it can make its owners (or ‘controllers’) very wealthy and powerful, like oil. We might even go to war over it, like oil. But there are also many ways in which data is not like oil. Data is not a finite, exhaustible resource, unlike oil. In many cases data is replicable or reproducible, unlike oil. The material costs of extraction, collection and movement of data are not high, unlike oil. The risks of data collection and use to society are real but not inherent to it, as they are with oil. In addition, as we have seen, data ownership is also not particularly easily defined, unlike oil.

These differences are important since they point to a completely different set of end-points for the data economy than there have been for the oil economy, and so demand a different set of societal responses. This metaphor blinds us, in fact, to the different options we have around how we, as a society, might benefit from data and avoid the calamitous potentials of its use, in ways that are simply not possible when it comes to oil.

The world’s wealthiest companies are almost all now data-driven, or data-rich and the future of government looks set to be defined by ‘smart’ uses of large data sets. Great social value is also being created by the institutions of civil society, and a new breed of ethics-driven start-ups. Consumers and citizens are also now beginning to understand this landscape. Increasingly they are grasping the fact that what they once thought of as inconsequential personal data points, are actually being used to shape and define their lives at the very largest scales and are increasingly seeking ways to derive value for themselves from them.
As the volume multiplies and its quality improves, patient data is certainly going to become even more valuable in the next ten years. Healthcare organisations are already sitting on large stores of data that have significant value beyond the primary clinical use for which they were collected. Some are however reluctant to share what they have because they feel its value can be better used within their own ecosystems than by making it more widely available. They are also wary of exploitation by some of the larger, wealthier technology companies, hungry to enter the market. Others are, by contrast, still struggling to define what the value of their data really is, and are trying to understand which data-enabled outcomes to measure, and how to collect, analyse and share their findings. McKinsey is not alone when it suggests that big data could transform the health-care sector, and many acknowledge that the industry must undergo fundamental changes before its full value can really be captured. Lessons can of course be learned from any number of other data-driven revolutions where, all too often, players have taken advantage of data transparency by pursuing objectives that create value only for themselves and to the detriment of society as a whole. Given the global need for wider and more effective health care it would be a great loss to society if the industry did not learn from the mistakes of others.

Several of our experts felt that there is “increasing honesty about the economics and value of healthcare and significant digital capability is being built within pharma.” But should we just be looking at health data’s value through a financial lens? Isn’t there “a bigger picture view that should be driving our approach to the new world of more and better patient data?” Moreover, are there not more enlightened ways to see value from data? Maybe more democratic perspectives? In Singapore, one view was that “if the data value extraction can be democratised then this will open the door to information sharing at an extraordinary scale.” Our Toronto discussions highlighted the success of a system that “has embraced evidence-based medicine where the focus is on the ‘long run value’ of healthcare.” Elsewhere the underlying sense that data has an inherent value (like oil) was challenged by the idea that “health data itself is not interesting without context. More (like water) it can be valuable if it is in the right place at the right time.” Better patient data classification may be one solution providing insight between high value, low value and peripheral information.

Several organisations are now seeking to change the way we treat the value of patient data. For instance, Nebula Genomics’ goal is to get the price of sequencing below $1,000 by working with biotech and pharma companies, which will subsidize a large share of the cost. In addition, users will be able to earn cryptocurrency in exchange for letting pharma companies use their data. People who want to get their genomes sequenced through Nebula will pay with tokens, which will also be used by researchers and companies wanting to acquire that data. Initial modelling proposes that an individual could earn up to 50 times the cost of sequencing their genome – taking into account both what could be made from a lifetime of renting out their genetic data, and reductions in medical bills if the results throw up a potentially preventable disease.

THE SOLUTION?

It is clear that data can be used to drive both social and economic value. And, without getting lost in a metaphysical discussion about the concept of value, it seems safe to say that therefore the value of data lies in the uses to which it is put. Some of those uses seem to provide unequivocally positive value, such as searching for new cures for diseases. Similarly, there are some uses of data which seem to generate unequivocally negative value like identity theft, cyber-attack and data blackmail. Other uses seem to allow for the generation of both positive and negative value, at the same time.

Patient data, shared responsibly, can be used to help solve some of healthcare’s most challenging problems. It can allow ideas to flourish and play a critical role in driving innovative research, deriving key
insights and gaining new knowledge that can lead to faster and better treatments and cures for a wide range of health conditions and diseases.228

Similarly, whilst some argue that the principle of open data (particularly open government data) offers the best chance of unlocking the potential to solve societal challenges and bring collective benefit, others describe the exact same effort as giving away our most valuable assets to those with the best means to exploit it, whether or not they have the means to properly determine the best outcomes for society. The recent and controversial collaboration between the UK’s National Health Service and Google’s Deep Mind is a case in point. The partnership seemed to point towards exactly the kinds of optimistic hopes for big data sets and machine learning to help solve collective problems, whilst simultaneously sparking all of the worries around the potential harms of big data sets of personal information being collected and used by powerful stakeholders with inscrutable long-term interests1.

THE FUTURE?

As many have stated “data sets that contain information about human health are evidently hugely valuable.” At a time when health-care budgets around the world are stretched, payers are desperate for insights that might enable them to cut costs while maintaining quality.

Patient data and the uses to which it is put are set to define the future for societies and economies. We are going to see more data-driven companies, more data-driven social innovations, more cyber-security incidents, more breaches of privacy, more artificial intelligences, more miraculous transformations of the ways we live, and more dramatic consequences of that transformation.

In the short term, properly or improperly, many of the mysteries around data and its role in societal and economic change are going to disappear. Citizens, service users, consumers... people... are going to find a way to understand the value of their data (including their health data) to different organisations, and the different uses to which their data is put. This will happen regardless of debates about whether the way they understand it is technically correct or incorrect. This de-mystification is sometimes portrayed as a shift in power to the consumer, but it is really about a simple conveyance of understanding of big data from the few to the many, and it may happen regardless of where power or wealth ultimately comes to rest.

As this shift happens, those who can best grasp health data’s multiple possibilities and realities, it’s multiple roles in, and value to, society, and render these things comprehensible to others, will likely have the more powerful voice.

1https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs12553-017-0179-1
Conclusion

From all our discussions it is apparent that there is great potential for the future of patient data but also lots of challenges. There are many patient benefits as well as multiple additional opportunities for the broader community to bring to the sector. These may include hospitals, health systems and existing healthcare organisations, not to mention a host of new companies – many with deep pockets and sophisticated technology.

While there are many with global ambitions, for now it seems that change is most likely to occur at a more regional level. Whether because of data sovereignty, differences in privacy regulation or varied levels of trust in governments, healthcare providers and big-tech, it looks like progress will be in fits and starts with a localised or sub-sector focus. The end-goals of more widely shared information about patients driving a transformation in healthcare are credible and there is general agreement on the ideal destination, but the journey for many is going to be bumpy. With all the developments in place, it is clear that healthcare is getting more personalised, more patient-centric and ever more data-driven. The investments being made across the sector by governments, pharmaceutical firms, IT companies and multiple new entrants not only support the direction of travel but are also building momentum. In some key regions there is both the opportunity for change and increasingly supportive regulatory environments that will encourage better integration, interrogation and control of patient data. China and India are, in many eyes, the ones to watch but
equally other more mature and ‘joined-up’ systems in Europe, Australia, Canada and Singapore are showing promise. Questions have to be raised, however, about the US. The world’s most well financed healthcare system is also its most fragmented and so, from a data perspective, the one with most silos. That said it is the home of many of the big-tech firms that are seeking to change the healthcare status quo and so, as they focus their resources and analytics on the tasks at hand, there are many that see tangible progress on the horizon.

While this report has highlighted a wide range of both opportunity and challenge, and has sometimes focused on the potential for the key players involved, we must not lose sight of the main motivation for most people in the sector – the better care of the patient. While some of the issues addressed here have covered the changing privacy and data landscape as well as improving efficiency and effectiveness and so reducing cost, few have relevance without delivering clear advantage for those who most need better healthcare – often the weakest and most vulnerable in our society.

As a project, this has been a hugely insightful experience for us and judging from the feedback we have received, it has also been useful for many of those who kindly spared their time to join in the discussions. Once more we thank all those who participated for their time and enthusiasm.

This report is openly shared in partnership with multiple organisations around the world so we hope that its global context and multi-disciplinary perspective will help more to see the opportunity through an informed lens.

There may well be significant challenge but there is also huge opportunity. We look forward to seeing the potential change that so many have talked about successfully delivered.

To follow this project further and access more information please see www.futureofpatientdata.org

If we can align the multiple strands of this issue, over the next decade, patients will:

- Become more involved in their overall health and how to improve it
- Be provided with more tailored support, diagnosis and treatment
- Have greater control of their health data, even if they don’t own it
- Be active and not passive in the creation and sharing of value, and so
- Live longer, healthier and perhaps even happier lives.

If we get it right, these benefits will be delivered for the many and not just the few.
Questions

From the discussions and insights gained from this project, it is clear that the future of patient data is ripe with both opportunity and challenge. As we look ahead it is also evident that some organisations and governments are more ready for the emerging shifts than others. To help provoke further dialogue and discussion, we have suggested a number of questions that could be addressed. We use these, and other stimulus, as part of follow-on discussions with individual companies, healthcare systems and governments. They may also be useful to you internally to help further challenge assumptions and identify new areas for potential innovation.

Cutting across many of the topics covered in this report we propose 5 key questions each for governments, companies, hospitals and doctors as well as individual patients.
FIVE QUESTIONS FOR GOVERNMENTS
1. What are the greatest risks from sharing of public and individual citizen health data?
2. What regulation would help to control the use of personal data by others?
3. Where best can advances in data be used to drive down healthcare costs?
4. Which are the top opportunities to really improve public health?
5. Should citizens data be contained within national boundaries?

FIVE QUESTIONS FOR COMPANIES
1. How can you build and maintain trust in an increasingly transparent market?
2. Which of your datasets can create wider social value from being made open?
3. What is the best way to gain consent to share patient data?
4. Where can more information and better analysis most impact your business model?
5. How would a disruptive new entrant most effectively destroy your business?

FIVE QUESTIONS FOR HOSPITALS
1. How can you enable patients to understand how to best manage their health?
2. What patient data are you prepared to share with others?
3. How can you leverage personalisation and individual data to better treat individuals and also benefit the many?
4. What skill sets do you need to make best use of AI in the future?
5. How will new competitors capitalise from more private health data?

FIVE QUESTIONS FOR DOCTORS
1. In what ways will better data best empower your patients to take control of their health?
2. How will more accurate data help your patients better prevent illness or better manage their recovery?
3. How can you help your patients understand what their health data is telling them?
4. How can AI help to improve the care you provide to patients?
5. Where will be the most significant change in the doctor / patient relationship?

FIVE QUESTIONS FOR PATIENTS
1. Are you ready to take control of your own health data?
2. Do you think your data can really be private?
3. Who do you most trust with your personal information?
4. Which health insights would lead you to change your behaviours?
5. How much do you think your health data is worth and should you gain from it financially?
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